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ABSTRACT 
Parasoluble groups hli\.ve been defined by 'Ilehrfri tz as 
a generalization of nilpotent and supersoluhle grOll.pS, 
and this thesis is concerned i'li th the analogous Lie rings 
and Lie algebras. }~ost results are proved for Lie rings 
only, but in several cases the proofs :Por general I,ie 
algebras are identical. 
Chapter 1 sets up notation and terminology and 
introduces the concepts of power derivations and quasi-
. .,:., 
centralizers. 
, ~~:)~ 
Chapter 2 defines the ::paralyzer and stacilizer of 
a series as terms similar to those used in group theory. 
Also defined are quasicentral series, and parasoluble 
Lie rings as those with a finite quasicpntral series. 
In chapter 3 it is shewn that under certain conditions 
the paralyzer of a finite series is parasoluble. This is 
always true for torsion-free Lie rings, but an.~xample 
is given to shew that it is not true in general. 
Chapter 4 is concerned with paralyzers of ascending 
series and results are obtained which are generalizations 
of Lie ring analogues of some results of Hall and Hartley. 
Chapter 5 looks at the join problem for hypercyclic, 
parasoluble and supersoluble Lie rines. 
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Chapter 6 is concerned with the class of soluble 
Lie rings in which all subideals are ideals. These are 
the Lie ring analogue of simlarly defined groups of 
Robinson. 
Chapter 7 deals with loc~l parasolubility and we 
shew that Lie rings which locally have a quasicentral 
series of bounded length are para.soluble. 
Chapter 8 employs some of the methods of the 
preceeding chapters to obtain group-teoretic results, 
the main one being an improvement of a theorem of Hill. 
I would like to thank my supervisor, Dr I.N.Stewart 
for his suggestions and h~lp in this work, particularly 
in chapters 7 and 8. I am also grateful to the Science 
Research Council for their financial support. 
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STANDARD iT011ATION 
Z denotes the integers 
Z* the non-zero integers 
Z+ the positive integers 
Zn the integers modulo n 
Zp~ the quasicyclic p-group 
Zp the p-adic integers 
Q the rational numbers 
Sn the symmetric group on n letters 
Qa the quaternion group 
M $R N the tensor product over R of M and N 
nlm n divides m 
nfm n does not divide m 
h.c.f.(m,n) the highest common factor of m and-n 
lsi the cardinality of the set S 
w the first infinite ordinal 
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CHAPTER t 
Basic Definitions 
Let,.L be an abelian group (written additively) 
then L is said to be a Lie ri;ng if 'there is a bilinear 
multiplication (x,y) - [x,y] defined on L such that: 
(i) [x,x] = 0 for all x E L 
(ii) :[[x,y] ,z] + [[Y,z],x] + [[z,x] ,y] = 0 for all x,y,z E L 
(This is known as the Jacobi identity) 
L is [~ abelian Lie ring if [x,y] = 0 for all x,y E L. 
More generally we shall denote by L* the abelian Lie ring 
whose Underlying I additive p-oup. is L., 
Let X be a subset of L then: 
(1) X"1s'a subring of L, written X ~ L if x±y, [x,y] E X 
for all x,y E X. 
(2) X is a sub~oup of L if X* ~ L*, Le. x±Y E X if x,y E: X. 
t3} X is an ideal of L, written X<1 L, if X is a subgroup of 
Land [x,y] E X for all x E X and y E L'. 
(4) If X <1 L the quotj.ent riM L/X is the set of cosets 
{X+y : y E L} which is a Lie ring under the operations: 
(a) (X+y) + (X±z) = X+(y+z) 
(b) [X+y,x+z] = X+[y,z] 
(5) X i~ a subideal of L, written X 8i L if there are subrings 
Xo 'X1' ••• 'lh of L such that: 
X = X,.;<I X1<1 ••••• <1 X... = L. 
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Notation 
Let X,Y, .•• ,W be subsets of Land x,y, ••. ,w E L 
(1) We write [x,y, •.• ,w] for [[ ••• [x,yJ, ••• J,w] 
(2) [X,y, ••• ,w] denotes the set t[x,Y, .. qwJ : x E X, Y E Y, 
w E W 1 
(3) [X'nY] denotes [X,Y, .•• ,y] and [x'nyJ = [x,y, ••. ,y] 
+--n~ ~n~ 
(4) X + Y = I x + y : x € X, Y € Y } 
• 
(5) xY denotes the smallest subgroup of I containing X and 
which is invariant under multiplication by eJements of Y. 
Thus XY is the subgroup generated by X U ~ [x, YJ. 
n n· 
(6) < X > is the subring generated by the elements of X. 
In particular < x > = { nx : n € Z J. 
Isomorphisms 
IfL and M are Lie rings and e : L - M 1::11lch that 
for all x,y € L: 
(1) e(x+y) = ~(x) + e(y) 
(2) 0 [x,yJ = [e(x) ,e(y)] 
then e is a ~e homomorphism. 
If also ker e = 0 and im e = M then e is an isomor~his.I';} 
between Land M, and we write L ~ M. 
If H ~ Land K ~ L it is easy to show that: 
(H + K)/H ~ K/(K n H). 
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Direct Sums 
Suppose L is a Lie ring and L cr :;;;; L for all (J E 1\ and 
(1) Lor n n L(7' = 0 
O'E/\ 
0'.'1: 
(2) [Lo-,L-r] = 0 if cr'·k L 
(3) EL<J = L 
~f:" 
then L is the direct sum_of the L 0- and we write L = .u La-
crE 1\ 
Then if x E L there exist (J'1' .•• ' <In E 1\ such that x may be 
written uniquely in the form x = x1 + ••. + x where x. E L~. n ]. 1 
for 1 ~ i 116; n. 
If A = { 1,2 }, we shall write L1 ~ L2 for the direct 
sum of L1 and L2• 
Torsion Properties 
We use the standard terminology from abelian group 
theory for the terms: order, periodic, torsion, torsion-free, 
p-element, exponent, and endomorphism, as applied to the 
underlying abelian group of a Lie ring L. We denote the set 
of endomorphisms of L by End(L), t4e exponent of L by exp(L) 
and the order of an element x E L by Ixl. 
The adjoint map x* : L - L given by yx* == [y,x] where 
x,y E L is clearly an endomorphism of L, so I Grt x] I divides 
Iyl and since [x,y] = -[y,x] it also divides Ixl ••• (i). 
Now the set of torsion elements T of L clearly forms 
a subgroup of L and (i) shows it is an ideal, i.e. T ~ L. 
If Tp denotes the set of p-elements of T and xE Tp and 
Y E TQ where q .;: p then (i) shows that [y,xJ 
-
0, Le. 
"" ' 
[Tp,TqJ = O. Henoe T is the direot sum 11 Tp" 
P 
Also if X =;; T and X = < x1,x2, •.• ,xn > then the exponent of 
X,exp(X) is finite. 
Classes-Ef Lie~lEgs 
In a similar way to that of Hall [5], we define olasses 
of Lie ring. A class ~ of Lie rings will denote a class in 
the usual sense, whose members are Lie rings, and with the 
additional properties: 
(1) 0 E ~ where 0 is a trivial Lie ring 
(2) K ~ L E ~ implies that K E ~. 
We define the product of two classes ~ and X by saying that 
L E ~ if and only if there exists I ~ L such that I E ~ 
and L/I E Y. We write X2 for XX. We reserve the following 
= = == 
notation for the more familiar classes: 
(i) LEe if and only if ther~exists x E L with < x> = L. 
~ is the class of cyclic Lie rings. 
(ii) L E ~ if and only if [x,yJ = 0 for all x,y E L. 
~ is the class of abelian Lie rings. 
- , 
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00 g = n~1 gn is the class of finitely-generated ~iA rings. 
00 (iv) L E Il
n 
if and only if L-x E G • I' = U r 
~ =n n=1 =n 
(v) L E ~ if and only if ILl < 00. 
~ is the class of finite Lie rings. 
Closure Operations 
A closure operation A aRssigns to each class X another 
class AX such that for all classes X and X the i'cIIOl'1ing 
.. 
axioms are satisfied: 
(1) A(O) = (0) where (0) is the class of trivial Lie ri~s. 
(2) ~ EO; A~ 
(3) A(A~} = A:~ 
~ is said to be A-closed if ~ = A~ 
We define as follows the operations S,L,R,'l,P: 
(1) L E S~ if and only if L ~ K EO; N E ~ 
(i1) L E L~ if and only if K EO; L, KEg implies that K E SX 
(iii) L E RX if and only if for each x E L there exists 
= 
(iv) L E Q~ if and only if there exists K ~ M E ~ with L ~ M/K 
(v) L E ~ if and only if there exist 0 = Lo ~ L1 ~ ..• ~ Ln :: II 
such that Li /Li _1 E ~ for all 1 ~ i ~ n. 
PA is known as the class of soluble Lie rings. 
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Modules 
If L is a Lie ring, V is an L-modu.le if V is an abelian 
group (under addition) admitting a (right) multiplication 
by elements of L such that for all x,y ELand u,v E V the 
following axioms are satisfied: 
(1) ( u + v) x = ux + vx 
(2) u(x + y) ::: ux + uy 
( 3) u [x , y J ::: ( ux ) y - (uy) x 
If V is also a Lie ring we may form the semi-direct sum 
v + L as a Lie ring by defining [v,x] ::: vx. Thus if I ~ L 
then I is an L-module, since (3) is jmplied by the Jacobi 
* identity. Note also that l is an L-module. 
For convenience we shall assume that every module has 
an abelian Lie structure, unless specified otherwise. 
We shall say that W is an L-submod~le of V, if W is 
an L-invariant subring of V. 
Deri va_tions 
Let d : L - L such that for all x~y E L: 
(1) (x + y) d ::: xd + yd 
(2) [x,y]d ::: [xd,;y] + [x,yd] 
then d is called a derivation of L, and the set of all 
derivations of L is denoted by Df>r(L). If d,e E Der(L) and 
we define [d,e] ::: de - ed, Der{L} becomes a Lie l'i11g, and 
1] 
as a Lie ring by defining [x,d] = xd if x E L. 
From {1} d is an endomorphism of L so by (2), if L is 
abelian, every endomorphism of L is then a derivation. Hence 
Der(L*) = End(L}, the set of endomorphisms of L)in general. 
The map x* : L -+ .L given by x'f ; y -> [y,x] where x,y 
E II is a derivation of L, called an inner derivation. 
We define I ~ L to be a characteristic ideal of L, and 
write I ch L, if Id ~ I for all the -_,'derivations d of L. 
Then if I ch L ~ M then I ~ M since the inner derivations of 
M restricted to L are derivations of L. 
Power derivations 
We define d E Der(L} to be a power derivation of L if 
for every X ~ L, Xd ~ X. Thus if x E L, xd E<x> so xd = nx 
for some n E Z. If e is also a power derivation of L and 
xe = mx for some m E Z then x[e,dJ = xed - xde = nmx - mnx 
= O. Hence the set of power derivations fonman abelian Lie 
ring. In general n defined above depends on x and d. If n can 
be chosen independently of x then d willbe said to be universal 
on L. 
Lemma 1.1 
If d is a power derivation of Land L has a torsion-free 
element, then d is universal on L. 
Proof 
SUllPose x,y E L where /xl = 00. T.here exist n,m,k E Z such 
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that xd = nx, yd = my, and (x+y)a= k(x+y). So (n-k)x = (k-m)y 
andi. (n-k)xd = (k ... m)yd i. e. (n-k)mc = (k-Ill)my. TJ:ierefore 
(n-k) (m-n)x = o. Thus either n = m or n = k, and my ~ nv 
~ . 
We therefore turn our attention now to periodic Lie 
rings and assume that L is such a ring. First we look at Lp~ 
the set of p-elements of L. Let x,y E Lp where /yl = pr and 
/xl = pt ~ pro Now there exists z E L such that x E p 
'\<y> ... <z> and Izi = ps ~ pt. If d is a power derivation 
of L then there exist n,m,k E Z such that zd = nz, yd = my, 
and (y+z)d = k(y+z). Therefore my = ky i.e. k= m mod pr and 
nz = k~ i.e. k = n mod pS. Thus m = n mod pS so zd = mz and 
xd = mx. Hence if X ~ Lp and X has finite exponent pr then d 
r is universal on X and xd = mx for all x E X and 0 ~ m < p • 
In general there Ctorresponds to d a p. ·adic integer 
r = ro -Ir Jr'1 P + r2P2 + •••• + rjpj + ••• 
has order pj, then xd = (r
o 
+ r 1 p + ••• 
such that if x € Lp 
j-1) -+r j _1P x. r is 
uniquely defined if expeL ) = ~,otherwise defined uniquely p 
modulo exp (L ). (The above argument is taken from [4J P. 2 j O. ) 
P 
Now we return to L and suppose that y ~ Land exp(Y) i£ 
finite, jt j2 js say P1 P2 ••• Ps 
set of pi-elements of' Y,and if y E Y then y = Y1+ Y2 + ._0 + Ys 
where y. E Yp for 1 ~ i ~ s. Suppose Yf = miYi where 0 ~ IDi ). i 
~ p~i and is independent of Yi . Then yd = i~1 yid = i~1 wiYi" 
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By the Chinese remainder theorem (e.g. [11] p.63) there exists 
j 
n € Z such that n = mi mod Pi
i for all 1 ~ i ~ s. Therefore 
s . 
yd = i~1 nYi = ny. This proves: 
Lemma 1.2 
Power deri~ations are universal on Lie rings of 
finite exponent. 
Corollary 1.2.1 
Power derivations are universal on G-Lie rings. 
Proof 
Suppose LEg and d is a power derivation of L. If L 
is not periodic, d is universal by lemma 1.1. If L is periodic 
then since L-E g' L has finite exponent so d is universal by 
lemma 1.2. 
Lemma 1.3 
If L is a Lie ring and d is a non-trivial power derivatio! 
of L then [L,LJd = O. If also [L,LJ is torsion-free then L E ~. 
Proof 
We can assume L 'I- ~ and choose x,y E L such that [x,yJ .:/= O. 
Since < x, y > E ~, by corollary 1.2. t there exists n E Z~" such 
that xd = nx, yd = ny, and fx,yJd = n[x,y]. But d is a 
derivation so [x,y]d = [xd,y] + [x,yd] = 2n[x,y]. So n[x,yJ = 0 
and [x,yJd = 0 i.e. [L,I]d = O. If also [L,:q is torsion-free 
then [x,y] = 0 since n :F 0, so [L,L] = 0 and L E ~. 
Example 
Let L = < x,y : [x,y] = x, p2y = px = 0 > and d the:' mar.> 
d : L - L such that zd = pz: for all z E: L. Then since r,?e,Y] d 
is zero, d is cl~arly a power derivation of L. Therefore L is 
a non-abelian Lie ring with a non-trivial power derivation. 
Lemma 1.4 
If L is a- Lie ring of which 3very inner derivation is 
a power derivation (equivalently every subring is an ideal) 
then L E: A. 
= 
Proof 
Let x,y E: L; we shall snow that [x,y] = O. Since < x,y> 
E: ~ by corollary 1.2. -I there exists n E: Z such that [y,x] = ny 
and [x,x] = nx = O. Therefore if x is torsion-free, [y,x] = O. 
Now suppose x is periodic; w.l.o.g. we may assume x has order 
pS for some prime p. Since x annihilates all q-elements of L 
if q:. is a prime differ,ent from p, and [y,x] = 0 if Y is 
torsion-free, we may also assume y has order pt Hence n is a 
multiple of pS, say mps. Then [r,xJ = mpSy so if t ~ s then 
[y,x] = O. If s ~ t then similarly there exists r E: Z such 
that [x,yJ = rptx = O. Hence L E: ~. 
This result is proved in [1] by a different method. 
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The quasicentra11zer 
... .", * Let X ~ Y ~ M where M is an L-modu1e; we define: 
(1) the centralizer of Y mod X in L 
C = als(Y/X) = { x E L : [y,x] E X for all 7 E Y 
(2) the idealizer of Y mod X in L 
I = IL (Y/X) = { x E L : [y,x] EO; Y } 
(3) the quasicentralizer of Y mod X in L 
K .. Kr,(Y/X) = {_XE L : [y,x] E <Y'> + X for all ~y} 
~ '-1>+" ~ 
'!"!i:' ... 
If X = 0 we write C,I,K as aL(Y)fIL(Y)'~(Y) respectively. 
If also Y = <y> we write CL(y) for CL(Y). Clearly 
a ~ K ~ I and if y E Y and k E K then there exists n E Z 
such that [y,k] = ny mod X. Hence if X ~ Y, k* is a 
power derivation of Y/X. 
Lemma 1,5 
In the above notation <[K,IJ> EO; a 
Proof 
W.I.o,g we assume X = O. Let y E Y, k E K and h E I; 
now [Y, [k,h]] = [h,y,k] + [y,k,h] and [y,k] = ny; but 
I [y,h] = y' for some y' E Y since h E I, and so [y' ,k] = my' 
for some m E Z. Thus k* is a power derivation of < y,y' > 
so bY' corollary 1.2.1 we may set m = n. It therefore follows 
that [y, [k,h]] = -ny' + ny' = 0, i.e, <[K,I]> EO; a. 
It also immediately follows that C and K are ideals of I. 
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Q'uasi-l.deals 
In connection with povTer derivations and 
quasicentraliz0!'s, we define a' subring X of a Lie rin.e L 
to be a quasi-ideal of L, written X qi L, if for ev:ery 
Y ~ L, <X,Y> = X + Y, or equivalently [Y,X] ~ X + Y. 
(Cl~arly ideals are quasi-ideals.) Then if Y = < y> 
and x E: X, it follows that [y, x] = ny mod X for some n E: Z. 
* * . Thus X qi L if and only if X ~ KL(L Ix ) (c.f. X ~ L if 
* * and only if X ~ CL(L Ix » 
Lie algebras 
Let R be a commutative ring and L ~ (right) R-module 
(in the usual sense) then L is a Lie algebra over R if 
there is defined on L a bilinear multiplication 
(x,y) - [x,yJ such that for all x,y,z E: L: 
(1) [x,x] = 0 
(2) [[x,yJ ,zj + I[Y,z] ,x] + [[z,x] ,y] = 0 
(see [11] p351). Thus Lie rings are Lie algebras over Z. 
\ve define subalgebras, derivations, power derivations etc 
as for Lie rings; thus Der(L) ~ EndR(L), the R-endomorphisms 
of L and if d is a power deri va tion of L then xd = rx for sone 
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r E R since < x > = Rx. If R is an intp.gral domain 'we ha'le the 
following generalmzation of lemma 1.1: 
Lemma 1.6 
If d is a power derivation of L and there exists y E L 
such that ry = 0 implies that r = 0 then d acts universally on L. 
Proof 
Let x '.- E L then there exist r, s ,t E R such that xd = rx, 
yd =,sy, and (x+y)d = t(x+y). Then (s-t)sy = (s-t)yd = (t-r)xd 
= (t-r)rx = r(t-r)x = r(s-t)y = (s-t)ry. So (s-t) (s-r)y = 0, 
therefore either s = t or s = r. '''.l.o.g. we assume s = t then 
(t-r)x = 0 and sx = tx = rx. Therefore d acts lmiversally on II. 
In particular if R is a field all powerderiva~~ons are 
universal. 
We define Lie algebra classes as we did for Lie rings. 
Thus if R is a field, Q is the class of one-dimensional Ilie 
algebras and r the class of Lie algebras of dimension ~ n. 
=n 
In the following chapters we shall always assume that L is a 
Lie ring, unless otherwise specified, but the results obtained 
will in general be applicable to Lip, algebras over any 
commutative ring. An exception to this is chapter 6 where we 
must take into account the torsion structure of Lie rings. 
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CTIAPT}~R 1. 
Seri~ 
A series of a Lie ring L is a set (A7'V~ : ~ E 1:) ••• (*) 
of pairs of subgroups of L, where L is a linearly ordered 
set such that: 
(i) V: ~ f\~ for all cr E L 
(ii). f\·rr ~ V; if 0' < I: 
(iii) L ...... {o} = u (" - V ) 
0" Eo I:. IT IT' 
It folloW's that V(J' = U A-c and "a- = (\ V~ 
1:<. 0" 0"'< 1: 
The "'I" .... V".. are called the layers of the series (*) and (iii) 
implies that each 0 ~ x € L lies in precisely one layer of 
the series (*). 
',_ If V 0- <I Atr for all cr € L the I\.,./.V"... are cal;t-ed, the 
factors of the series (*). If also Af"/Vr € ~, '\-There ! is 
some class for all (J' € 1: then (*) is called an X-series of' 
i". 
L and we write L € E~. 
If VIT,!\rr<l L for all ~€ L then (*) is called an 
invariant series of L. 
If V~, Art" ch L f"or all (J" € L then (*) -is called a 
characteri~tic series of L. 
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Ascending Series 
If E is well ordered then E has the order type of 
an ordinal f, and we may take E to be the set of all ordinals 
0' < p. Then 1\0' = VO'+1 if 0- < P and if we define Vp == L then 
the A~ become superfluous and we may write(*) as an 
. e.scending series (Va- : (}:t;;; p ). We shall call f the length 
of the ascending series. 
Descending Series 
If E is inversely well ordered then E has the order 
type f* for some ordinalp. Then if we relabel the terms o~ 
the series wi-ch the ordinals (j'<p , replacing condition (ii) 
by. (ii) * "r:t;;; V-r. if "t < (j' , it follows that Va- = "~1 if 
(f < f and if we define "f = i o} the Va- become superfluous 
and we may write (*) as a descending series (1\ (j : (j:t;;; f. ). 
Finite Series 
If lEI = n, where n E Z we may write (*) as a finite 
series (Vi 0 fit i ~ n ). .• (1.). Suppose (W j : 0 ~ j:t;;; m ) •. (2) 
is· another finite ser~es of L, then: 
(a) (2) is a refinement of (1) if for each 1 :t;;; n there exists 
j ~ m such that Vi = Wj 
(b) (1) and (2) are isomorphic if there exists an injective 
map e: {1, • .,n} - {1, •• ,m} such that V i/V i-1 ~ We(i)/We(i) -1. 
c 
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If L is an A-module for some Lie ring A and the A~,V~ of (1) 
are A-submodules of L we call the series (1) A-invariant~ 
For finite series we have the follovTing well-known result of 
Schreier which we state without proof (seefl5J) 
Proposition 2.1 
If L is an A-module and (V. : 0 ~ i ~ n) ~d 
1. 
(W j : 0 ~ j ~ m) are A-invariant series of L then they have 
A-invariant isomorphic refinements. 
Paralyzers and Stabilizers of Series 
Let L be a Lie ring and ("'I'V~ : (f' E: E ) ... (*) a series 
of Land D = Der(L). We m~e the following definitions: 
(1 ) P = n 'Kn ( !\rr/V7' ) 
cr~I. 
is the paralyzer of (*), 
(2) S = n CD(I\'S'/Vo--) is the stabilizer of (*). 
O'~r. 
Suppose L is an A-module for some Lie ring A then: 
(3) A paralyzes (stabiliz~)(*)if A/CA(L) is contaihed iP the 
paralyzer (stabilizer) of (*>. 
(4) A faithfully paralyzes (stabilizes)<*)if A paralyzes 
(stabilizes)<*)and CA(L) = O. 
(5) A universally paralyzes{*'if each a E: ~ acts as a universal 
power derivation on every factor "a/Va' of (*)" 
(6) 1 th A 1 ( ~·tabilizes) L if If P is some ordina en ~y& yzes Q 
there exists an ascending series of L of lengthf paralyzed 
(stabilized) by A. 
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Note that if A paralyzes the series (*) then A also paralyzes 
th . (* * , * e serl.es A". , Vtr : CJ' E ~) of L • Hence if we wish to determine 
the Lie structure of A (or P or S) we may disregard the Lie 
structure of L i.e. assume L is an abelian Lie ring and D is 
the set of all endomorphisms of L. 
Qua~icentral, Central and Cyclic Series 
NO,\,l L is an L-module under the adjoint action yx* = [y,: 
wherex,y E L. If under this action L paralyzes (*) we shall 
call (*) a guasicentral series of L and write L E ~~. If L 
stabilizes the series (*) then we shall call (*) a central 
series of L and write L E g~. If E is well-ordered of ordinali' 
f \'1e write LEQ andLE~f. ~f - We also define: 
~ = 'il ~E and 
where the unions are taken over all linear}.y ordered set E. A.L: 
~t = u g 
- p-f and 
where the unions are taken over all ordinals. For finite ordin 
we let P and 
A Then by analogy with group theory we call g the class of 
hypercentral Lie rings, ~ the class of parasoluble Lie rings: 
and ~ the class of nilpotent Lie rings. 
If (V 0' : (f' r;;" p) is a quasicentral ~-series of L then we 
shall say L is hypercyclic. Since a cycl.ic invariant:ser:i'es 
,;:>2 
is a fortiori quasicentral we may equivalently say that L 
has an ascending invariant cyclic series. If f is finite 
we wri.te L E ~f and define g "" ~w~n. Thi~ is the class of 
supersoluble Lie rings. 
If L E ~n and (Vi: 0 ~ i ~ n) is an invariant cyclic 
series of L then since Vi/Vi_1 E £ for 1 ~ i ~ n there 
exists xi E L such that Vi = < Xi? + V i-10 In particular 
L = V =' _D < >' n ~ x. 0' i=1 ~ and so L E r . Therefore S ~ r =n =n =n 
and S ~ r. 
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All the classes ~ defined above are S-closed i.e. ~ = S~ 
for if K ~ L E ~ and (1\0" Va- ; (!' E E) is a quasicentral 
(central, invariant cyclic) series of L then clearly 
("0't1 K, Vcr tI K : 0' E E) is a quasicentral (central, invariant 
cyclic) series of K. 
Also all the classes ~ with ascending or finite 
quasicentral (central, invariant cyclic) series are Q-closed 
since if I ~ LEX and (Va- : ~ ~ f ) is such ~,series of L 
then (Y(V:r-+ r)/I ; 0' ~f) is a quasicentral (central, invariant 
cyclic) series of L/I. 
Lemma 2.2 
If (A.,.,Va- ~ E E) is a quasicentral series of L then 
"'1'IVfr E A for all o'E E. 
Proo{ 
Let erE I: then since L paralyzes the series the adjoint 
action of each x E 1\0- is as an j nner pOv;3r derivation of A,jVrr 
Hence by lemma 1.4 A~/V~ E~. 
Corollary 2.2. 1 
P ~ PA i.e. parasoluble Lie rings are soluble. 
Proof 
If L E ~, L has a finite quasicentral series (Vi 
By lemma 2.2 this is an ~-serj.es and so L E P~. 
Lemma 2.2.2 
~A is the class of hypercyclic Lie rings. 
Proot: 
If L is hypercyclic then clearly L E 9A• Conversely 
suppose that L has an ascending quasicentral series and X 
is any factor of this series. We may weli-order the set of 
generators of X such that X -::: < xa- : IS <f> for some suitable 
ordinal f . Then if we set X1:' = < Xo- : 0' < L > then 
(:X~ : 1: ~ f > is an ascending C-series of X which is 
L-invariant. 
Now more generally let K ~ H ~ L and suppose that H/K 
has an ascending series paralyzed (stabilized) by L, then we 
say that H/K is an L~hypercyclic (L-hypercentral) factor of L. 
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An L-hypercyclic (L-hypercentral) series of L is one in l'1hich 
all the factors are L-hypercyclic (L-hypercentral). We define 
the class ~AD to be the class of Lie rings··· wi th a descending 1 
hypercyclic series, and zP_D the class of Lie rings with a 
descending .L-hypercentral series. 
Note that if L has any quasicentral series then the 
factors of this series are L-hypercyclic fa~tors of L. 
The Upper Central Series 
We define the centre of L, Z(L) = t x E L : [L,x] = 01. 
Then we set Z1(L) = Z(L) and inductively define Zo'+1(L) by 
Zo'+1 (L)/ZQ'(L) == Z(L/Zcr(L») and Z'A (L) ::!: a'~).. Z(j(L) if A is a 
limit ordinal. Then ZO'(L) ch L for all (J' • If LEt then 
Zp(L) = L for some f and the series (Zct(L) : if $0, f) is called 
th~ upper central series of L. 
The Lower Cent~al Series 
If we write L2 for [L,LJ then L2 is the smallest ideal 
I of L such that L/I E A. We set L1 = L and inductively define 
and L'). = () L fj' if" is a linli t ordinal. Then L c} 
for all (J. If L has a descending central series then L,o = 0 
for somer and the series is called the lower central series 
of L. 
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Engel Lie Rings 
L is an Engel Lie ring, written LEE if and only if 
for each ordered pair of elements x,y E L there exists 
m = m(x,y) E Z+ such that [x'mY] = O. 
Lemma 2 .. 3 
If H/K is a quasicentral factor of L where L E ~, i;hen 
H/K is an L-hypercentral factor of L. In particular if 
H/K is tops ion-free or generated by elements of order p 
(a prime) then H/K is central in L. 
Proof 
Since K is necessarily an ideal of L and Q~ = ~ we 
may assume that K = to}. Let x E Hand y E L then [x,y] = nx 
for some n E Z. Therefore it follows (by induction) that 
[x'kYJ = nkX for all k > O. Now since L E ~ there exists 
m E z+ such that [x'myJ = 0, and so nmx = O. 
If Ixl = co then nm = 0, so n = 0 and [x,y] = O. 
If Ixl = p for some prime p then plnID so pin and therefore 
again [x,y]= O. 
We now define H1 = < x E H : Ixl = co or a prime p > 
and for n > 1 ~ = < H
n
_1 , x E H : Ixl = pn for some p >. 
co 
Then H = n;:1 ~ so if we set Hw = Hand Ho = 0 then 
(Hi : 0 ~ i ~ w) is an ascending series of H stabilized by L. 
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Therefore H is L-hypercentral.Furthermore if H is torsion-
free or generated by elements of order p then H = H, and 
so [H,L] = 0 i.e. H is central in L. 
Note that if the torsion ideal of H has finite exponent 
then H = Hn for some n > O. We may therefore state: 
Corollary 2.3.1 
Parasoluble Engel Lie rings whose torsion iQeals 
have finite exponent are nilpotent. 
Another immediate corollary is: 
Corollary 2.3.2 
If H/K is an L-hypercyclic factor of the Engel Lie ring 
L then H/K is an L-hypercentral factor of L. 
In particular ~A n ~ ~ ~A 
For torsion-free Lie rings we may be more precise and state: 
Corollary 2.3.3 
If L is torsion-free and L E £E n ~ then L E ~L. 
Note that this result also applies if L is an Engel Lie 
algebra over any field. For a field of characteristic 0 this 
is immediate and although a field of characteristic p has 
Z-torsion in the sense that pL = 0 if L is over such a field, 
lemma 5.5 still shows that quasicentral factors are centrul 
and so corollary 5.5.3 still holds. 
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Lemma 2.4 
If (Au,V", erE r) ••• (*) is a'series of L paralyzed 
by A and B is the subring of A which stabilizes (*) then 
B ~ A and AlB E !. If also Irl = n and A universally paral~ 
yzes (i')\ then AlB E ~n • 
.Proof 
Let 0' E r, x E "(1', a E A and B E B, then xb E Vo- and 
xa E 1\(1' so clearly x [a, b] = x(ab - ba) E Va and B :<! A. Now 
let Coo = C A (1\ (1'/Vo-- ) then A/c <1' E ~ and A/O'r:i C = AlB E ~ = ~. 
If also A universally paralyzes (*) then A/cO' E.~ for all 0' E I 
n 
If ILl = n, let r = { 1, ••• ,n ) then AlB = A/.n C~ which is 
~=1 .... n 
isomorphic to a subring of II A/c. E r . Since clearly g 3. =n 
S~n = ~n we deduce that AlB E ~n. 
Corollary 2.4.1 
Proof 
Suppose L E ~r and (AfT,Va' : r;) E r) is a quasicentral 
series of L. By lemma 2.4 L2 stabil~zes this series so 
2 . 2 2 (" cr n L , V (j n L : cr' E r) is a central series of L • 
Therefore L2 E gr and L E gr~. 
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Lemma 2:5 
If L paralyzes the ascending series (VI) : (j'~f)'.· u-) 
of' L where L is torsion-free then there exists an ascending 
series (W 0": (j' ~f) of L universally paralyzed by A. 
Proof 
* Let Wcr' = { x E L : there exj.sts k E Z such that kx E Vcr} 
for CJ' ~ f. Then Vo-' ~ W ('1' and if A is a limit ordinal and x E W~ 
* then kx E ~ for some k E Z •. Since ~ = U Va-- it follows 
0-<:'1\. 
that kx E Vo- for some ordinal O"'<'A and so x E W(f"' Therefore 
w" = U Wa- and (WO"" : 0'" ~f) ••• (2) is an ascending series 
" .,.."" 
of L .. :"FU.rthermore each factor W<J+1/WO'"' of (2) is torsion~free 
for suppose not then there exists y E Wo-+1' W~ such that 
ny E W * for some n E Z ; this implies that kny€: Va- for 
* some k E Z and therefore y E W~ - a contradiction. 
Now suppose x E W (j and x ::/:. 0 so we may assume (]' is not 
* a limit ordinal. There exists k E Z such that kx E Va--' so 
i~ a E A then kxa = kmx mod V~_1 since A paralyzes the series 
( 1). Therefore k(:v.a - mx) E V<r_1 1. e. xa - mx E: W()'_1. 
Hence xa = mx mod W 1 and so A paralyzes the series (2). ()-
Since each factor of (2) is torsion-free it follows from 
lemma 1.1 that A universally paralyzes (2). 
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Proposition 2.6 
The paralyzer of any series lies in the class ~. 
Proof 
Let A and B be the paralyzer and stabilizer respectively 
of the series (I\""V(J" : O'E E) of 1. By lemma 2.2 AlB E A 
and we now show that B has an ~-series using a method similar 
to that of the proof of lemma 4 of [6]. We well order a' -. 
set of generators of L and suppose that L = < X"C : -r< f > and 
set 1J-L = < x", : 1: < fA. >. then 1p = 1, 10 = {OJ. Now let 
Cpo. = 0B(Lj-4) then 0J-l+1 ~ Of- for all f<f '00 = B, ° = {O}, 
and if" is a limit ordinal then 0", = nOLl' and therefore p.<>' r-
(O~ : ~<f ) is a descending series of B. 
We now fix ~ and write x = x~, X = 0~+1' and Y = c~ 
then X = Y n 0B(x). We define: 
Y".. = dEY: xd E "'T } 
XC" = d E X xd E yO" 
Then if d,e E y~,by definition xd,xe E A". so xed,xde E Vcr 
Therefore : .. x[d,el"= xde - xed E Vcr and so [d,e] E X",. Since 
X~ and Y~ are clearly subgroups of B we deduce that Y~I X~ ~, 
Now writing yO' = Ya',f ' Xcr = Xo-,jA we, have Of- ..... 0~+1 = 
U (Yo, .... 'X". ). Hence (Y~,u ,XO",JJ : <:fE E, f- < f) ordered by the 
O"El: 'r- ,fA- ,," 
relation (0"1 'fA1) < (0"'2,,u2) if and only if f2 > J-l1 or f'A1; =fr2. 
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and ~1 < cr2, is an ~-series of B. Hence B and therefore A 
If the series of L above is a descending series this 
proof also shows that A also has a descending ~-series. 
However the following proposition gives a more precise 
result: 
Proposition 2.7 
If A is the paralyzer of the descending series 
( "It: 0- ~ p. ) of L then A has a descending ~-series 
(A(Y: 0' ~i+p). 
Proof ( see [6J p12) 
Let B be the stabilizer of the s-eries and for rr ~ f 
let 0d = 0B(L:/";). Then 00 = B, Op = to} and if A is a 
limit ordinal then 0"A = II 0 (j • Therefore since 00" <l B for 
f:/47\ 
allO"trcf (00-: 0"' E;;f ) is a descending series of B. 
Now if 0' < f ,then <["\r,B]> ~1\0"'+1 and <[L,Co-J> ~ 1\0-
so <rL,C ,C ]> ~ 1\ 1. By the Jacobi identity we have l: cr IT (f'+ 
<[Ocr,Ccr,LJ> ~ <[1,oo-,OcrJ> so <[L,c;J> ~ 1\0'+1. Hence C~ ~ CO"+1 
and therefore 0~+1/0~ E ~. Also AlB E A by lemma 2.2 so we 
complete the proof by defining A1 = B and A 'I +0" = CO"' for 1 E; 'J" E; l 
Note that if f is infinite then 1+(' = f·· 
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We also have the following similar result for ascending 
series, the proof of which again follows that of [6] p 13. 
Proposi.tion 2.8 
If A is the paralyzer of the ascending series 
(v TO'::;; f. ) of L then A has a descending !-series 
(BO" 0'::;; 1+p). 
Proof 
Let B be the stabili~er of the series and for (J'"::;; p. 
let Ccr = CB(Vo-). Then Co = B, Cf' = {OJ and if' A is a limit 
ordinal then S, = n Ccr • Also CO" <l B for all 0"'::;; f . so 
, O'<./.. 
(C rr : 0' ::;; P ) is an invariant descending series of B. Since 
<[VO'+1 ,B]> ::;; Vcr and [Va- ,C~J = 0 if cr' < pit follows that 
<[Vo-+1 ,Co-,CO"J> = o. 
that [Vo-+1 ,c;.J> = 0 
Hence as in proposition 2.7 we deduce 
and C2 ::;; C 1 so C 1 Ic~ E A. Also 0' 0"'+ ('J"+ v = 
AlB E~~ by lemma 2.2 so we now set B1 = B and B1+~= C~ 
for r::r ~ f to complete the proof. 
Corollary 2.8. 1 
The paralyzer of a finite series is soluble. 
Proof 
If we setr to be finite in either proposition 2.7 or 
proposition 2.8 we deduce that A E P~. 
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We conclude this chapter with the follow'ing proposition for 
invariant series. The proof is similar to that of lemma 5 of 
[6J p 12) 
Proposition 2.9 
If A paralyzes the invariant series (I\.:r, Vrr : Q" € I:) of 
L then < [L,A]A >€ gI: 
Proof 
Let P = L + A (see chapter 1). We let K~ = Kp(/\.~/V~) 
then K~~ P for all ~ € I: by lemma 1.5 and A E; ('l Kcr. 
O"E~ 
Therefore [L,A] E; Cp(Acr/Vrr) <J P again by lemma 1.5. Hence 
H = <[L,A]A> = <[L,A]P> ~ P and H E; Cp(l\rr/V~) for all~€ I:. 
Now consider the serj.es (H ('l AfT ,H ('l V'J" : 0- € I: ) of H. 
Let h € R and x € H ('lArs- then [x,h] € H ('l V(f' since H <J P. 
Therefore this is a central series of H and H € ~I:. 
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CHAPTER 3 
We co~~ider here paralyzers of finite series of modules. 
Theorem 3.1 
If A is a Lie ring which universally fait~ully paralyze, 
the finite series of A-modules (Vi: ° ~ i ~ m) ..• (1) then 
A E ~c where c = (m2-m+2)/2. 
Proof 
n 
Let B =.n CA(V. IVi 1) then B faithfully stabilizes the 1=1 1-
series (1). For 1 ~ k·~ m-1 and 0 ~ i ~ k we define: 
Uk = B n CA(Vk ) and Dk,i = B n CA(Vk) n CA(Vk+1/Vi). Then 
Ck+1 = Dk,o ~ Dk ,1 ~ ••• ~ Dk,k = Ck ••• (2), and Dk,i ~ A. 
Note that Dm_1,O = 0 and D1,1 = B. We shall show that the 
series (2) is universally paralyzed by A (under the adjoint 
action) 
Let d E Dk,i where i > 0 and suppose that for 1 ~ j ~ m 
that Xj E V j. Then Xjd = 0 if j ~ k, ~+1d = Yi for dome 
Yi E Vi and xjd = Yj-1 for some Yj-1 E V. 1 J- if j > k+1. 
Let a E A then for all Xj E Vj (j;>1) there exists nj E Z 
such that xja = njxj + Zj_1 for some Zj_1 E V. l' since A J-
universally paralyzes the series (1). Therefore we have 
xk+1da ~ niYi + wi _1 for some wi _1 E Vi _1 and xk+1ad = nk+1Yi 
So [a,d] = ad - da E (ni - nk+1 )d mod C A (Vk+1 IV i-1) 
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A~~O Xj [a,d] = 0 if j ~ k and Xj [a,d] E V j-1 if j > k+1 so 
[a,d] = (ni - ~+1)d mod B (\ CA (Vk ). Thus we deduce that 
[a,dJ = (ni-~+1)d mod Dk,i-1 and the series (2) is 
paralyzed by A. Hence there exists a series of B of length 
m-1 
k~1 k = m(m-1)/2 paralyzed by A. Since B ~ A, and AlB E ! 
by lemma 2.4, A E ~c where c = m(m-1)/2 + 1 = (m2-m+2)/2. 
e = 
Note also that it follows that L + A E ge where 
(m2_m + 2 )/2 + m = (m2+m+2)/2. 
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Suppose L is a p-Lie ring and (Vi: 0 ~ i ~ m) is a series 
of L faithfully paralyzed by A. Now' L is also a Z13 - module 
and if r E: Zp and x E: L, I x I = pn then rx = ( r 0 + r 1 p + ••• 
m-1) + r m_1 p x. Hence the Zp - submodules of L are precisely 
the Z-submodules. Also if a E: A we may define ra to be the 
map ra : x - (rx)a. Hence we may equivalently say that the 
series above is faithfully paralyzed by A, where we regard 
both L and A as Lie algebras over Zp. Moreover we know from 
chapter 1 that the series is unlversally paralyzed in thi.s 
sense. The proof of theorem 3.1 ShOrTS that A is parasoluble 
a.s a Lie algebra over Z-. p 
QQ!:glla~ 3.1:..1. (c.f. Hall (4J) 
If B is a Lie ring which faithfully stabilizes the 
finite series of B-modules (Vi: 0 ~ i ~ m) then B E: gc 
where c = m(m--1 )/2. 
In the proof of theorem 3.1 put A = Band ni = 0 for 
1 ~ i ~ m. However we can improve this to the analogue of 
Kaloujnine IS result [9]: let V = Vm then by the Jacobi 
identity and induction [V ,BkJ ~ [V'kB] if ~ > O. Since 
[V'mB] ::= 0 we deduce Jliha t [V, If1] = 0 and as eB (V) = 0 it 
follows that Jf1 = 0 i. e. B E: Z 1 c Agaila this (;Ian be demons 
=m-
t:patea. by a mat:rix method, ~inc:.e we cO!'!.n ! epre~elXt the 
olemoBtl3 of E as 'upper trja.ngalar EH)trigos. 
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The following two lemmas are immediate consequences of 
theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2 
If A faithfully universally paralyzes the ascending 
series (Vn : n ~ W ) of L then A E: RE. 
Proof 
universally paralyzes the finite series (Vi o E; i E; n). 
Hence by theorem 3.1 A/Cn E: ;E. But n~o Cn = 0 since L~nQo Vn 
so A E: R~. 
Similarly ,\,1e can show that the stabilizer of the series 
lies in ~.(c.f. lemma 3 of [6]). 
Lemma 3.3 
If A faithfully universally paralyzes the descending 
series {I\n : n ~ w) of L then A E: R~. 
Proof 
We may assume L E: ~ so we let Cn = CA(L/~) for n ~ w 
then C ~ A and A/C faithfully universely paralyzAs the 
n n 
finite series (A~_i/A: : 0 ~ i ~ n) of L/~~. Hence A/Cn E ~ 
CX) CX) 
by theorem 3.1. But n~o An = "w = 0 so nQo An = 0 and A E: R~. 
Again we can show that the stabilizer of this series lies 
in RN (c.f. lemma 3 of [6]). 
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The condition that A should universalJz paralyze the series 
in theorem 3.1 is necessary in general for A to be parasoluble 
is shown by the following example. 
Example 
Let V = 0 $ X, V E A where 0 ~ Z 00 a~d X = <x> ~ Z 
= P 
(aa abelian groups), and A the paralyzer of the series 
0<10 <I 0 + X = V •.• (*). We shall show that A is not even 
hypercyclio. 
Every ordered triple (n,y,p) where nEZ, yEO, and 
P E Z- de~ermines an endomorphism (and therefore a derivat.ion) p 
d of V given by: xd = nx + y 
and ad = pa for all a E 0, 
The set of all such d clearly paralyzes the series (*) and 
furthermore every element of A has this form. Suppose A is 
parasoluble, then there exists a non-zero ideal E of A such 
that if 0 I: e E E then [e ,dJ = ke for some k e: Z. 
Suppose xe = mx + z where z E 0 
and ae = qa where q E Zp for all a E 0 
Then x[e,d] = mnx + my + pz - mnx - IlZ - qy = kmx + kz. 
Therefore kmx = 0 so either m = 0 or k = O. 
If m = 0 then (p - n - k)z = qy so if Izl = pr then 
prqy = O. Since this is true for all ye:O, which has infinite 
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exponent we deduce that q = O. Hence {p - n - k)z = 0; but 
p and n are again arbitrary so z = 0 and e is the zero map. 
Therefore k = 0 and (p - n)z = (q - m)y. Again y is arbitrary 
so (q - m) = 0 and z = O. Thus xe = mx and ae = mae 
Furthermore [e,d] = 0 so e E Z(A) and <;:e> <l A; also eveTY 
element in Z(A) is of a form similar to that of e, i.e. a 
universal power derivation of V. 
We continue by shewing that if I is any ideal of A 
contained in Z(A) and f is an element of A such that 
I + < f> <l A, then f E Z{A). Since A ¢. ~ it then follows 
that A is not hypercyclic, and a fortiori not parasoluble. 
Suppose xf = jx + v, where j E Z and vEe, and 
af = sa for all a E A, where s E Zp. Then it follows that 
xfd = njx + jy + pv and xdf = jnx + nv + sy and therefore 
x[f,d] = (j - s)y + (p - n)v = rjx + rv + tx for some t E Z. 
Hence {rj +~t)x = 0 so rj = -t", and {p - n - r)v = {j - s)y; 
Y is arbitrary so (j - s) = 0 aherefore (p - n - r)v = 0 
and so v = O. Hence xf = jx and af = ja, and again f E Z(A). 
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CHAPTER 4 
In [6] it is shown that the stability group of an ascending 
series of a group lies in the class of groups correspondir'g 
to our ~ n gAD. In this chapter we shall obtain the 
analogue of this :resul t for Lie rings as a corollary to 
a stronger result, namely that the paralyzer of an ascending 
series of Lie ring-modules lies in the class LR~ n £AD. 
Proposition 4.1 
If A paralyzes the ascending series (Va' : ($ :r;;. f ) ... (1) 
of Land B is any g-subring of A then < xB > E: r for each x E: L. 
Proof 
Let s = (ai ) be any sequence of elements of A and x E: L. 
We define sequences s1 = (o'i) of ordinals and s2- (xi) of 
elements of L by the following: we let ~1 be the least 
ordinal for whiuh [x,a1] E: < x > + Vo'1 and we then choose 
%1 E: Vo'1 such that [x,a1] E: < % > + < x 1 > ... (2). Inductively 
we define ~k for k > 1 to be the least ordinal for which 
[xk_1,akJ E: < x.lC_1 > + Va'" and choose xk E: VC)"'k ~uch that 
[xk_1 ,~J E: < xk_1 > + < xk > ... (3) 
Since A paralyzes the series (1) it is clear that: 
(i) O"k is not a limit ordinal 
( ii) ~ k < d' k-1 if cr'k 1= 0 
hence (iii) dIe = 0 for some k 
4·0 
Writing now more explicitly ~k =dk(S), clearly 6 k (S) depends 
only on the first k elements of s ... (4) Now [x,a1, .•• ,arJ 
lies in the Lie ring < x> + {< x <i
k
( s) > ; 1 ~ k ~ n, s € S } (5) 
where S is the set of all sequences whose first n terms 
lie in { 1, ••• ,n}. This we show by induction on n; if n = 1 
it follows from (2) and the induction step is by (3). 
Now suppose B = < a i : 1 ~ i ~ m> then: 
< .z!3 > = < x, I E [x, Y 1 ' ••• , Y kJ ; k > 0 } > ••• ( 6 ) 
and YJo E I ao : 1 ~ i ~ m } if j ~ k. 
. l. 
s E S} I ~ mk. Now 0"'1 (s) < f for all 
s E S so "t'1 = Max { 0'1 (s) : s E S J < P Similarly if we 
define -r k = Max{ dk(s) s E S } for k > 1 then -r k < Lk_1 
if Tk ~ 0 and so LN = 0 for some NEZ. 
Hence by (5) and (6): 
< xB > = < x > + { < x CJk{ S ) > k < N } and so < xB > E ;£ 
Proposition 4.2 
Proof 
A Suppose LEg n 9 and L = < u1, ••• ,un > then we may 
n L 1 < u.L> € r write L = E < u. >. By proposition 4. l. = 
1=1 l. 
for 1 ~ 1 ~ n and hence L E r. 
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Corollary 4.2.1 
Proof 
If LEg n ~A then by proposition 4.2 L E Jor equivalently 
L* E g. Hence L* satisfies the maximal condition on ~ubgroups 
so any ascending cyclic series of L has only finitely mfulY 
distinct terms. Since L is hypercyclic we deduce that L 
has a finite invariant C-series i.e. L is supersoluble. 
For finitely-generated parasoluble Lie-rings we have 
the following more precise result (c.f. [17J lemma 13.8). 
Proposition 4.3 
Proof 
o n G ~ r where f(n,ro) = m(mn-i)/(m-1). ~ =m ~ =f(n,m) 
Let L E ~n n gm and L = < y l' ...• 'Yrn > and suppose that 
(Vi : 0 ~ i ~ n) is a quasicentral series of L. Let x = y1 
then « xL >n Vi 0 ~ i ~ n> is a quasicentral series 
of < xL >. Now we set a i = Y i for 1 ~ i ~ nl and define 1:'k 
as in the proof of proposition 4.1; then it is clear that 
T1 ~ n-1, Lk ~ n-k if k < nand lk = 0 if k ~ n. Therefore 
< xL> = ~ x> + I E[x,ai, ..• ,a. ] : k < n } (see (5) of 
1 1" 
proposition 4.1). Hence < xL >* is generated by 
1 + m + ••• + mn- 1 :::'(mn ~1)/(m-1) elements. 
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Therefore L* = ~ < y~> is generated by m(mn-1)/(m-1) i=1 J. 
elements, i.e. L € ~f(n,m). 
Note that it also immediately follows that L E: ~f( ). 
- n,m 
We now prove the first of the main results of this chapter. 
Theorem 4.4 
If A faithfully paralyzes the ascending series 
(V 'J' : (J' ~ f) of L then A E: L~. 
Proof 
Let B be a ~-subring of A and suppose B = < a1' ••• '~ >. 
If a E: B then there exists x E: L such that xa ~ O. We let 
X = < xB > and C = CB(X) then C ~ B, a ~ C and B/C faithfully 
pcralyzes the ascending series (V~~ X : ~ ~ f ) of X. Also 
since B E: g, < xB > E f by proposition 4.1. Therefore the 
series (V:r~ X ; <1' ~ P ) has only finitely many distinct terms 
(c.f. corollary 4.2.1) and since each factor of this series 
lies in~, by corollary 1.2.1 B/C faithfUllyuniversally 
paralyzes a finite series of L. Hence Bla is parasoluble 
by theo~em 3.1. Since B/c E Qg = g, propositio~ 4.3 implies 
that B/c E ~. Hence B E ~ and A E LR§. 
- - -
Corollary 4.4.1 (c.f. theorem A2 of [6]) 
If A faithfully stabilizes the ascending series 
( Va, (J' ~ f ) then A E L~. 
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Proot 
iff sing the notation of theorem 4.4 we have that Blc 
faithfully stablizes the series (V~ : ~~ p ) which we 
may assume to be finite, so by corollary 3.1.1, Blc E~. 
Therefore BERN and A E ~. 
Countably Recognizable Classes 
We define the closure operation Lwby the following: 
given any class ~, L E Lw~ if and only if every countable 
subring of L lies in S~. Clearly ~ ~ Lw!; ! is said to be 
eountably recognizable it X = L X. 
= ..,= 
Proposition 4.5 
Proot 
We consider a Lie ring L ¢ ~A and shew it has a countable 
subring not in gA. We construct countable subrings Li of L 
inductively as follows: let 0 f. x ELand < x> = Lo •• 
Suppose we have constructed L , ..• ,L.; since L ~ __ QA there 
o 1 
exists, ~or each y ELi' an element uy E L such that 
[y,u,J ¢ <y> •. Let Li+t = < Li,uy : 6 f Y E Li >, then Li+1 
0:> is countable. Let M = U L. then M is a countable subring i=-:o 1 
ot L, and clearly contains no non-zero cyclic ideals. 
GE 
liNG 
IN 
I IN L 
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We now prove the second of the main results of this chapter. 
Theorem 4.6 
If A faithfully paralyzes the ascending series 
Proof 
We assume, without loss of generality, that V~+1/V~ E ~ 
for all <:r< p • Then we chocae x(1' for all non-limit ordinals 
(1" ::;;. f such that V <1' = < xL' : 't' ~ rJ'> then if A is a limit 
ordinal, V" = < x-r : 1:' < ~ >. 've may ass'U.."lIe that A is the 
paralyzer of (Va- : (f' ~ p ) since ~AD = S~AD, and define B to bl 
the stabilizer. Then B ~ A and A/B E A by lemma 2.4. For 
o ~ (J ~ p let ° 0' = 0B (V 0-) then, as in the proof of proposition 
2.,8 (0 (j : 0' ~ f ) is a descending ~-series of B. For each 
cr' ~ f we now define for 0 ~ 't ~ (J' D a: 1: = ° <T' t1 0B (Vcr + 1/V--C) 
Then D 0",0' = ~O'" DO"',o = 0<1'+1 and D 0",1" ~ D(J", i:+1 if 1:: < <f • 
Also if A is a limit ordinal then D (1''''' = U..,. D (1' '"C 
,1\ "t" of\. ' 
since 
if d E Do-;). then xO"+1d E V =_~A..V7: so xO"+1 d E Vi: for some 
1: < " and d E D (Y, -r • Also D ~1: ~ A since D 0",1:' = B t1 ° A (Va') 
() 0A (Vo'+1 IV,) so (DG'",'t /00'+1 : 1:: ~ rJ) is an ascending series 
of 0a-/0o'+1- Now -suppose that d E D~'t'+1' D~,1: for some 
't <0" then xf-d = 0 if f-:r;" (j, xfLd E Vj.1_1 if fJ- > 0"+1 and 
x 1 d = nx 1 mod V.... for some n E Z. 
cf+ - 1:+ I. 
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Let e be the endomorphism of L given by xp'e = 0 if fJ-1 0"'+1 
and x~+1e = x~+1. Then e is a derivation of L* , and since we 
can assume that L E ~,.,e E DI)"1:'+1" IUrthermore Xp.(d - nc) = 0 
) 
if IJ.< cr, xf-L(d - ne) E V/-l-1 if p.>cr+1 and xa+1 (d - ne) E V"'( 
i.e. d = ne mod D<T.~ so D """+1/Do-:-r = < e + Do-:1:' > and ) C'J', .. I I 
D~"t+1/DO",1: E ~. Hence 00"'/00"+1 is an A-hypercyclic factor 
of A. Since A/B E ~ and (00': 0'';'; p ) is a descending series 
of B, we deduce that A E 9AD• 
Note that the example in chapter 3 shows that A need 
not lie in ~A. 
Corollary 4.6.1 (c.f. theorem A1 of [6J). 
If B faithfully stabilizes the ascending series 
(V tS' : 0'';'; f ) of L then B E tD 
Proof 
We use the notation of theorem 4.6 and let d E D~'l+-1 ...... D ~ 'I 
Now let b E B then x~b E V~_1 for all non-limit ordinals 
p..';';f. Therefore xfi-db = x,ubd = XfA-[d~bJ = 0 if JA-<0"+1, 
and x~db E x,u.bd E xfAId, bJ = 0 mod V", for some V< fl if 
p. < <1+1 • xo'+1 db E Vr; and x",+1 bd = 0 so xcr+ 1 Cd, bJ E V;: 
and i t fo~lows that [d, bJ E D cr; 'l and En ~ 't'+ 1 ,B] ~ D cr, 1:" 
Hence 00"/CO"'+1 is a hypercentral factor of B and so since 
) of B, B E 
=
gAD. (0 (J' : (f ~ f is a descending series u • 
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Corollary 4.6.2 
If A faithfully paralyzes the finite cyclic series 
(Vi: 0 ~ i ~ n) of L then A € gc where c = (n2+n)/2. 
Proof 
We use the notation of the proof of theorem 4.6 with 
p = n. Then B has an A-invariant cyclic series of length 
~ r = n{n-1)/2. By lemma 2.4, A/B E ~ n ~n so A has 
~o 
an-invariant cyclic series of length n(n-1)/2 + n = c. 
Hence A € ~c. 
Note that we could have deduced the fact that A E ~ 
from theorem 3.1 and proposition 4.3, since L E ~ and 
so Der(L) and therefore A € ~ 
/ 
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, CHAPTER 5 
In this cnapter we consider some join properties of hyper-
cyclic ideals of a Lie ring. 
We introduce here some new classes of Lie rings: 
(i) L E g* if L has a characteristic ascending quasicentral 
-f 
series of length p. 
(ii) L E~: if L has a' characteristic cyclic series of 
length n. 
* Thus, for example, gp ~ ~f ~ ~p. 
The following assertions are immediate: 
* (1) If I ~ L and I E ~n' LIT E ~m then L E ~+m. 
(2) If L ~ H e K "There H E ~f and K E ~~then L E ~(I't't') • 
. 
Proposition 5.1 (c.f. Lemma 2.1 of [17]) 
* Suppose H <t H + K = L, H E ~f1 ' K/(Kn H) E ~,o2. and K 
(with adjoint action) f3 -paralyzes H. Then L E ~(f'f3+ f2.) 
Proof 
Let a characteri.stic quasicentral series of H be 
(C
cr 
: 0' E;; f1 ) and let (BL: : 1:: ~ f3) be a series of H which 
is paralyzed by K. If A is a limit ordinal then B~ n C~+1 = 
U (B u.. n Ca-+1)' so «B1; n CO"+1) C(J"/C(f' 
/A<A I 
ascending series of (H n C~+1)/C~. 
is an 
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Let x E B1:'(\ Co'+1' x f:. 0 then we may assume that 1::f 0 and 
1: is not a limit ordinal. Let k E K, h E H, then 
[x,kJ :: nx mod B-r_1 n C<)"+1 for some n E Z sj.nce Ccr' <l L, 
and also [x,h] :: mx mod CIT for some m E Z. 
Hence (*) is a series of C 1/C parp.lyzed by H + K CT+ 0' 
and therefore L. Thus H is Rf3-paralyzed by L. 
But (H+K)/H ~ K/(Kn H) E ~p so LEg 
- 2. -flfs "f f:J. 
ProEosition 5.2 
* If L = H + K where H,K <l L, H E Q and K E Q I then 
=f =f 
LEg 
-ff -+f .. f' 
Proof 
Let (H cr: (J''' P ) be a characteristic quasicen"tral series 
of Hand (K1' : -r" p') a quasicentral series of K. Therefore 
(K n HO" : (]''' f ) is an ascending serles of K n H and since 
if' A is a l:ilni t ordinal ~ n HO'+ 1 = ","i?o.. (K't n HO"+ 1) we also 
have that «K't n HO"+ 1 ) (X; n HO') / (K n HIT') ; 'l:" p' ) .. • (*) 
is an ascending series of (K n H~+1)/(K n H~). 
Suppose x E K...., () H 1 then if x f:. 0 we may assume 
c... 0-+ 
that ~ is not a limit ordinal or zero. Let h E H and k E K. 
Then [x,h] = nx mod H<J': 0' K for some 11 E Z since K <l Land 
[x,k] = mx mod HO'+1 n K-r_1 for some m E Z since Ha-+1: ch H 
and H <I L so HO"+1 <I L. 
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Hence H + K = L paralyzes the series (*), and therefore 
L If-paralyzes K II H. 
Also (H + K) I (H II K) ~ HI (H II K) ~ K/ (H II K) -€ £f+f' 
It therefore follows that L E ~Pf+ f+ /" 
Corollary 5. 2. 1 
(1) The join of a hypercentral ideal and a hypercyclic: 
ideal is hypercyclic. 
(2) The join of a nilpotent ideal and a parasoluble 
ideal is parasoluble (c. f. proposition 1 .7 of [8J). 
Proof 
(1) is immediate from proposition 5.2 since ~A~ U Q: 
- f- r 
For (2) we let f and pI be finite in proposition 5.2 and 
u~e (1). 
In the next proposition we give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the-join of two hypercyclic ideals of a Lie 
ring to be hypercyclic. We need first the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3 
Suppose Y ~ L and x E CL(y2). Then if n> 1 and 
~E Sn (the symmetric group on n letters) and ~1, ••• ,yn E Y 
[x,y l' .•. 'Yn] = [x,y O'(r)'· • .YO'(n)J • 
Proof 
Let C = CL(y2) then C ~ Y by lemma 1.5, since y2 ~ L. 
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beca'\lse 
[Z'Yi,Yj] = [z'Yj,yiJ - [Yi'Yj~zJ = [z,yj,yiJ since [Yi'Yj] 
lies in L2" It now follows that xyf" " .Y~ = xY;W." .Y;(n) 
since xy* E C for all y E C and the fact that any o~E S 
n 
is generated by transpositions. 
Proposition 5.4 
Let L = H + K where H,K ~ Land H,K E ~A. Then L E ~ 
if and only if L2 E ~A. 
Proof 
If L E ~p then L2 E ~f by corollary 2.4.1. Conversely 
suppose that L2 E Z , 
=f, 
2 5.2.1, H + L = A and 
H E 9 ,and KEg . Then by corollary 
-f:1. -P3 
K + L2 are hypercyclicideals of L 
and L = A + B. More specifically A E gPo and BEg where 
- "t -ps 
f4 = fy>' of. fl + f2 and ps = f3f' + f, + f3 • 
Suppose (A cr : 0' ~ f'-t ) and (B", : 't ~ f5 ) are 
quasicentra1 series of A and B respectively, and Z1= Z1(L2) 
then Z1~ 0 s.t.nce L2 E ~A. Let N = «Z (\ B"t)L> for 0 ~1:' ~ fs 
then since if ~ is a limit Rx = 
is an ascending series of Zi' Let u E ~, u ~ 0, then we 
m 
may assume that 1: is not a limit and u = L u. where each i=1 1 
ui has the form ui = [xi 'Y1" •• 'YkJ where xi E Z1(\ B1;' and 
y. E L for 1 ~ j ~ k. 
J 
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Suppose b € B then [ui , bJ = [ui,y l' ... 'Yk' bJ which by 
lemma 5.3 is equal to [ui ,b'Y1' ••• 'Yk]. Since b* is a 
power derivation of B~/B~_1' by corollary 1.2.1 we can 
choose n € Z such that [xi,b] = nxi mod BT _ 1 for all 
1 ~ i ~ m. Then [ui,b] = [nxi+wi , Y1' ••• 'YkJ for some 
wi € B"t'_1 () Z1 since Z1 <:l L. We can w'ri te this as 
[ui,b] = n[xi 'Y1, ••• ,yJ + [wi 'Y1' ••• 'YkJ so that 
[ui,b] - n[xi 'Y1' ••• 'YkJ mod «BT."_1 () Z1)L> • ~herefore 
~,bJ = nu mod N~_1 and the series (*) is paralyzed by B. 
Now consider the ~eries (NL (NL+1() A~)/N~ : if ~ f+ ) 
of N~+1/NL. This is paralyzed by both A and B and therefore 
by A + B = L. Hence Z1 is ~f5-paralyzed by L. We can now 
apply the same hypotheses to L/Z1 and argue by transfinite 
f 
induction to show that Z~~1(L2)/Z~(L2) is ~f's-paralyzed 
2 2 by L for all 0 ct; (j ,El f1' noting that Z)... (L ) = ';:?,ZO-<L ) for 
all limit ordinals A. ~ f.. It therefore follows that L 2 is 
~ fsf1 -paralyzed by L. 
Since L/L2 € ~ we deduce that L € 9f'4f''5f ... +- '1 
Corollary 5.4.1(C.f. [8J theorem 1.9 p42) 
If L = H + K where H,K <:l Land H,K € ~ then L € E if 
and only if L2 € M. 
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If L is parasoluble then L2 is nilpotent by corollary 
2.4.1. Conversely if L2 E: H then in the notation of the proof 
of proposition 5.4 fllf:l.lf3 are finite and so also is 
and therefore L E: P. 
gOJ:'ollary 2.4.2 
If L = H + K where H,K <l Land H,K E: ~ then L E S' j.f 
and only j.f L2 E M. 
Proof 
If L E S then L E ~ so L2 E M by corollary 2.4.1. 
Conversely if L2 E N and H,K E ~ then H,K E ~ n g so by 
corollary 5.4.1 LEE n ~. NO\-T by corollary 4.2.1. L E ~. 
It is shown in [7] lemma 7 that the join of all ~~ 
ideals of a Lie algebra over a field lies in L~. This is 
also true for Lie rings. We can now generalize this to 
give necessary and suffi0ient conditions for the join of all 
Ifl ideals (i. e. the LP ideals, by corollary 4.2.1) of a Lie 
ring J,C': lie in I.S. 
Proposition 5.2 
If 
J=<Hry-
H 0" : 0' E 2. } is a set of L~ ideals of L then 
~ EL> E LS if and only if J2 E LN. 
= 
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Proof 
Suppose J2 E: L~ and C is a g-subring of Jo Then therE: 
s 
exist rr'1' ••• ,t'J'.s E: L such that C ~ L H ........ Without loss of i== 1 ...... l. 
generality we suppose s = 2 and C == < h1, ••• ,~,k1, .•• ,kn > 
where hi E: HO'f == H :,.for 1 ~ i ~ m and k j E: HO":z. = K for 
1 ~ j ~ n. Let A = < h1"'.'~ > and B = < k1, •.• ,kn > then 
C X = < A > = < S,hi ~i ~ m > where S is the set 
{ L [h i ' k j , ••• , k JO ] 
'1 r 
1 "' i "' m , 1 ~ j "' n, r> 0 }. 
But S "' < k j , [hi,k j ] 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ j ::;; n > l~hich is a 
g-subring of K and therefore lies in .§ ~ ~. Hence X E: G 
and X ~ H and so X E: ~. Similarly if we define Y == < BC > 
then Y E:~. Since C2 E: G ~nd C2 ~ J2, C2 E: N so C :::: X + Y 
lies in ~ by corollary 5.4.2. Hence J E: L~. 
Conversely suppose that J E: LS then J E: L(~) by 
corollary 5.4.2. If W is a g-sub~ing of L2 there exist n E: Z, 
ui,Vi E: L for 1 ""i ~ n such that w == < [ui,viJ 
If V == < ui,vi : 1 ~ i ~ n > then V E: g so V E: ~~ and 
W:::·~ V2 E: ~. Therefore W E: S~ == ~ and J2 E: I~ • 
. '
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CHAPTER 6 
We define the class T as follows: L E ~ if and only 
if H ~ K ~ L implies H ~ L. In this chapter we shall look 
at the class P~ n~; the corresponding classes of groups 
and Lie algebras over fields have been studied by Robinson 
[ 1 2j and Stewart [1 6]. The connect ion with quas icentral 
series is given by the following proposition: 
Propos i tion 6. 1 
L E P~ n :£ if and only if L is soluble and every 
finite abelian series of L is a quasicentral series. 
Proof 
Suppose L E PA n T and (H. : 0 ~ i ~ n)(*') is an A - series 
= = 1 = 
of"L (of which there must exist at least one.) Since LET 
Ri ~ L for 0 ~ i ~ n. Let h E Hi for some i ¥ 0 then 
< h+ H. 1 > ~ R·/H.· 1 ~ L/H. 1 E Q~ = ~. Therefore we have 
1- 1 1- 1- --
< h + Hi _1 > <1 L/Hi _1 ' so if x E L then [h,x] == mh mod Hi _1 
for some m E Z. Hence (*) is a quasicentral series. 
Conversely suppose L is soluble and every finite 
abelian series of L is quasicentral. Let H si L then by 
proposition 2.1 there exists a finite abelian series of L 
with H as one of its terms. Since this is a quasicentral 
series, H <1 L. Therefore L E :£. 
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To continue we need the following two lemmas which 
are analogues of results of Robinson [1 2J. 
Lemma 6.2 
If L E ~ and C = CL (L2 ) then C is the unique maximal 
nilpotent ideal of L and is abelian. 
Proof 
Let N ~ Land N E N. As in group theory every subring 
of a nilpotent Lie ring is a subideal, hence if x E N, 
<x> si N so <x> si LET and therefore <x> <l L. Thus 
the adjoint action of L on x is by power derivations and so 
L/CL(x) E ~, therefore L2 ~ CL(x). Hence x E CL(L2) = C 
and so N ~ C. Also C3 ~ [L2,CJ = 0 so C E ~. Therefore 
every subring of C is an ideal of L and so of C, so by 
lemma 1.4, C E~. 
Note that lemma 1.4 also immediately implies that 
Lemma 6.3 
PA () T ~ A2 
- -
-
Proof 
Suppose notjthen since ~ = Q~ there exists L E ~3 ()~, 
L;i 0, so ifH= [L2,L2J thenHE~andH~ o. IfhEH 
then <h> <j H <l L so <h> <l L. Now as j.n lemma 6.2, 
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2 2 L/CL (h) E: ~ so L "CL (h) and [H,L ] :::- O. Therefore L2 E: ~ 
and if x E: L 2, < x> S i L 2 so < x> <I Land L 2 " CL (x), i • e • 
[L2,L2J = 0 - a contradiction. 
Corollar;L 6.3.1 
Corollary 6.3.2 
If L E: p~ n ~ and C = CL(L2) then CL(C) = C i.e. C 
is self-centralizing. 
Proof 
If K = CL(C) then since L2 E: ~ " ~, L2 " C by lemwa 6.2 
and so [L2,K] = 0 and K " C. Also by lemma 6.2 C E: A so 
C " K and therefore C = K. 
Hence if L E p~ n ~ then L can be written in the 
form C + X where C = CL(12) E: ~ and is self-centralizing. 
, 
If x E: C then <x><1 C <I L so <x><I L and for each y E: L 
there exists n E: Z such that [x,yJ = nx. Trivially ~ " ~ 
so as in [12J we classify the non-abelia~ members of p~ n ~ 
into three types depending on the s~ructure of C. 
(1) C contains a torsion-free element. 
Then if y E: L there exists n E: Z such that [x,yJ = nx for 
all x E: C. If my = 0 mod C then [x,my] = mnx = 0 so L/C is 
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torsion-free. Also if [x,z] = nx for all x E C 2,nd S0me 
z E L then y - z E CL(C) = c, so L/C ~ Z. 
(2) C is periodic and if [ep,L] f- o then exp(C ) <=. p 
Denote the set of such primes by P, then if y E L there 
exist integers 0 < n < exp(C) for each pEP such that p p 
if xp E C then [x ,y] = n x. If Ipl = = and my E 0 P P P P 
for some m E Z then mnp = 0 mod exp(C p) for all pEP 
so m = 0 and L/C is not periodic. If CEQ then C has 
finite exponent e and there exists n E Z such that 
[x,y] = nx for all x E C. Since ex E c, L/e ~ Zd where die. 
(3) C is periodic and for some prime p, exp(Cp) = = 
and [Cp,L] t O. Hence there exists y E L such that [cp'Y] -10 
and a uniquely defined r E Zp such that [x,y] = rx for all 
x E Cpo Hence L/C is not periodic. 
In lemmas 6.4.1 to 6.4.6 we shall assume that L is 
anon-abelian P~ n ~ Lie ring of types (1) or (2), and 
C = CL(L
2). Also in lemmas 6.4.1 to 6.4.3 we shall assume 
C is either in G or not periodic. Thell in either case 
L = C + <u> where [a,uJ = na for all a E C for some n E Z. 
We choose x E L C, then x has the form x = a + mu where 
a E C, m E Z. Then if e = exp(C), 0 < m < e. 
o 
() 
Lemma 6.4.1 
Proof 
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< u
L > = nC + < U > 
< u
L 
> = < u > + {E [u, Y 1 ' ••• , Y rJ : Y i E L, :ij ~ r, r > O} 
Suppose Yi = a i + miu where a i E C and mi E Z, then 
[u'Y1] '= -na1 , [u'Y1 'Y2J = m2na1 and [u'Y1' ••. 'Y~ ~mr' .. m1na1 
Therefore < uL > = nC + <u>. 
Lemma 6.4.2 
< xL > = < x> + < na. > + mnC 
Proof 
Let I = <x> + <00> + mnC then I is an ideal of 
which lies in < na> + mnC. Furthermore I is the smallest 
ideal of L containing x since [x,uJ = na and [x,C] = mnC. 
Therefore < xL > = I. 
Lemma 6.4.3 
Proof 
< xl > = < x> + {E [u, Z 1 ' ••• , zrJ ; Z i E I, i ~ r } 
where I = < xL >. Also [x,naJ = mn2a and [x,mnCJ = m2n2C. 
Since L E ~, < xl > = < xL > and the result follows. 
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Lemma 6.4.4 
If 0 has a torsion-free element, then nO is divisible 
(i.e. mnO = nO for all 0 ~ m E Z). 
Proof 
Since x is torsion-free, < x > n 0 = {O} so by lemma 
6 2 2 2 .4.3, <na> + mnO = <IIL.'"l a> + m nO ..• (*) 
2 2 If m = 1 and a = 0, nO = nO. If m ~; 1 and a = 0 ~ mnO = m nO 
2 222 hence mn a € mnO = m nO = m n 0 so by (*) na € mnO. This 
is true for all a € C so nO ~ mnC for all m p 0 and.so 
nO is divisible. 
Lemma 6.4.5 
If C is torsion-free then 0 is divisible. 
Prbof 
Suppose not then there exists a € 0 and 0 ~ m E Z 
such that there does not exis~ b € 0 with mb = a. But by 
lemma 6.4.4 nO is divisible so there exists cEO such 
that na = mnO, so n(a - mc) = 0 and a = mc - a contradiction • 
. Hence in this case 0 as an' abelian group is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of copies of Q the rational numbers. (See [14J) 
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. , . 
Lemma 6.4.6 
If ~ is of type (2) and exp~O) = pS , then s = 1. 
Proof 
By lemma 6.4.3: 
<x> + <na> + mnO = <x> + < mn2a > + m2n20. 
If m :z: 1 and a = 0, <u> + nO = <u> + n2e'" therefore 
[nO,uJ = [p20,uJ and so n20 = n30 ••• (1) 
If m 1: 1 and a = 0, <mu> + mnO = <-mu> 2 2 + m n 0, therefore 
2 20 P n = 
Suppose s > 1, then setting m = p in (2) we have 
222 pn 0 so that pn C = O. If n 0 = 0, then by lemmas 
6.4.2 and 6.4.3, < yL > = < Y > for all y E L, so by 
lemma 1.4 L E ~ - a contradiction. Therefore n20 has exponent 
p and n2C = ps-1 C, so n2 = ps-1 k where plx. Hence s is odd 
, 11-
and may be written s = 2r + 1 for some r E Z • Then n = prj 
where plj. By (1) p2rO = p3r O = 0 if r> O. Therefore r = 0 
i.e. s = 1 - a contradiction. Thus exp(O) = p. 
Lemma 6.5 
If L has the form 0 + <u> where 0 E ! and 
[c,uJ = nc for all c E C and either (i) nO is divisible 
or (ii) exp(C) = p, thenL E ~. 
GE 
liNG 
IN 
I IN L 
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Proof 
Let J <iI1 I = <JL > <l L. If J ~ C then [J ,LJ = nJ 
and J <t L so suppose there exists a E: C such that 
* a+rnu E J,C for some m E: Z • Then [a + mu, CJ = mnC ~ I 
so J contains [a + mu,mnC] = m2n 2C. 
(i) If nC is divisible, m2n 2C = nC = L2 so J 4 L 
(ii) If exp(C) = p then p!m and either nC = 0 in 
which case L E: .:~ " T , or mnC = C = m2n 2C and again 
L2 ~ J so J <1 L. 
Note that this result shows that p-Lie rings in 
P~ r'I ~ have exponent p2. (oY" ~a..hekc~,...) . 
Lemma 6.6 
If L has the form C + < u > i'lhere C E. ~ and 
(i) [Cp,u] = 0 unless p E: {P1'·· .Pt} 
(ii) exp(cp ) = p if P E: {P1, ••• ,Pt} 
(iii) [a,u] = na if a E: Cpi for some 1 " i" t 
(iv) lui = P1 ••• Ptd where Pi¥d if 1 " i" t 
. then L E: ~. 
Proof 
t 
Let J <1 I = <JL > <l L and K = ~Cpi. If J " C then 
[J,L] " J and J <1 L so suppose x E: J ....... C. If we write 
x = a + b + mu where a E: K, b E: C,K or b = 0 and 
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1 ~m~ lui. Now I =<xL> =<x>+<na>+mKand x 
<x~> = <x> + <mn2a> + m2K. Also <na> = <a> since 
exp(cp .) = Pi' for 1 ~i~t. Let e = h.c.f.(lal,m) ther.. if 
~ 
h.c.f. (lui ;m) = f, elf and h.c.f. (lui/fie) = 1 since 
lul/d is a product of different primes. Therefore 
<a> E <a +mu> + <ea> = <a +mu> + <mn2a> and so 
Ix L L 
< x > = < x >. Als 0 < Y > = < Y > if y E: C so 
I = E <xL> = E <xIx > ~ < JI > = J so J <i L. 
xEJ xEJ 
The next result is the analogue of theorem 3.3."j of 
[12J. 
Proposition 6.7 
G () PA () T ~ AUF 
-= = = = = 
Proof 
not periodic. Then by lemma 6.4.6 L has the form C + <u> 
where [a,uJ = na ••• (1) for all a E C. Let the generators 
s 
ofLbea.+m.ufor 1~i~s thenC= E<a. > since ~ 1 i=1 1 
the action of u on a i is by (1). Thus C E g n ~ ~ ~ 
and so nC E ~; but nC is divisible by lemma 6.4.6 so 
nC = 0 which implies that L E ~ - a contradiction. 
Therefore C is periodic and abelian, so C E E. 
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Let X = <[a. +m.u,a. +m.uJ 1 ~ i,j ~ s > then X <l L 
1 1 J J 
so X = L2 and L2 E E since X ~ C. Also L/c is isomorphic 
to a subring of Der(L2) E F so L/C E ~ and L E ~2 = ~. 
Our final result in this chapter concerns ~, defined 
as the largest S-closed subclass of ~. 
;proposition 6.8 
The non-abelian. soluble ~-Lie rings are 
non-abelian FA n T Lie rings of type (2). 
Proof 
Let L be a non-abelian p~ n ~ Lie ring and C = CL(L2). 
Suppose C contains an element b of infinite order, then 
by lemma 7.4.4 L = C + <u> where [c,u] = ne if c E: C and 
.nC is diviE:ible. Then <nb> + <u> E: p~ n T but <nb> 
is not divisible unless n = 0 which implies L E: ~ - a 
contradiction. 
Hence C is periodic. Suppose exp(Cp) = ~ and 
,[cp,rJ -/: O. Then there exists y E L C with \Y\ = 00, and 
c E Cp su(;h that [c,y] -/: O. Then <x, c > E g n p~ n ~ 
so by proposition 6.7 <x,c> E ~ U ;[ - 1'1. contradiction. 
Therefore L is a non-abelian p~ n ~ Lie ring of type 
(2). 
Missing pages are unavailable 
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CHAPTER 7 
In this chapter we will ShOlv that LQ :::; Q and 
=n =2n 
~n n ~ ~ 9n if X is either the class of periodiC Lie 
rings or the class of torsion-free Lie ringR. 
Suppose L E L~n' then L E L(g~) = g~ by corollary 
2.4.1. Let K = L2 and U ~ Kn+1 ~ Kn ~ ••• :::; K1 = K be the 
lower central series of K; then since Kj ch K ~ L, Kj ~ L 
for 0:::; j ~ n. Let A = L/K then A E A and each factor 
. . 1 
M = KJ/KJ+ of the lower central series of K is an A-module 
under the natural action: 
• 1 2 . 1 (x+ KJ+ )(a+ L ) = [x,a] + KJ+ .•• (1) 
since [Kj ,L2] ~ Kj+1 and where x E Kj, a E L. 
Now let M = Kn, x1, ••. ,xr E M, b1, ••• ,bs E L then 
X = < x1, ••• ,xr ,b1, ••• ,bs > E 9n • Suppose therefore that 
(Xi : 0 ~ i ~ n) .: ~. (2) is a quasicentral series of X. 'tIe 
shall now show that if Yi = < (M n Xi)X> for 0 ~ i ~ n 
X 
then (Yi : 0 ~ i :::; n ) is a series of Y = < (xn X) > 
paralyzed by X.Let y E Yi for some 1 ~ i ~ nand b E X 
then [y,b] = my + z where z E Xi _1and m E Z, since Yi ~ Xi 
and (2) is a quasicentral series of X. But [y,b],my E Yi 
so z E Yi n Xi _1 = Yi - 1 ( since Yi and Xi _1 are both ideals 
of X containing M n X i-1 ). Now writing b j = a j + w j where 
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= [y,ajJ = ky mod Yi - 1 for some k E Z, and since [y,b}1 
[m,L~ = o. Hence under the action (1), (X () IY:)X is ,. 
n-paralyzed by B = :(X + L 2) /L 2• •• (3) 
Since Kj ~ L for 1 ~ j ~ n and L~n = Q~n we-may say 
, '+1 (3) is true when M is any factor KJ/KJ of the lower central 
series of L2 and X is any g-subring of L/L2. This motivates 
the following definitions: 
If M is an A-module then A locally n-paralyzes 
(locally n-stabilizes) M if for every g-subring B of A 
and finitely generated B-submodule Y of M, B n-paralyzes 
( n-stabilizes) Y. 
Then if L E L~n it follows that L locally n-paralyzes 
itself (under the adjoint action). Also if A = L/L2 and 
~ is a factor of the lower central series o~ L2 then A 
locally n-paralyzes M and both A and M are abelian. 
We shall show that ifL E L~n then L E ~2n in 2 stages: 
(1) We show that the torsion ideal T of L is n-paralyzed 
by L. 
(2) We assume that L is torsion-free and show that we may 
equivalently consider L to be a Lie algebra over a field. 
We let A = L/L2 and look at the action of A on each 
factor M of the-lower central series of L2 and show 
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that A n2-paralyzes M. Then since L2 stabilizes its 01ffl 
lower central series, L n3-paralyzes L2 and since L/L2 E ~ 
we deduce that L E ~n3+1. Since also L E L~n we then show 
Returning to the general case when T ~ 0 it follows 
that L E ~2n. 
Theorem 7.1 
If T is a periodic L-module and L locally n-paralyzes 
T then L n-paralyzes T. 
Proof 
Let B be a g-subring of L and X a finitely generated 
B-submodule of T. Suppose B = < b. 
l. 
1~i~s> and 
.. H r B X = «Y1 , ... ,y >"""> then X = .r <y. > , then by 
r J=1 J proposition 
4,1 X E ~. Since also X is periodic, X E ~. Hence there 
exist only finitely many series of X paralyzed by B. We 
denote tne set of such series of length n by S(X,B). 
If B' is a g-subring of L and X' a finitely generated 
B~~submodule of T such that B ~ B' and X ~ X' we can define 
e : SeX' ,B')- S(X.B) by G(Yo ' •.• ,Yn) = (Yo n X, ••• 'Yn n X) 
since this series is paralyzed by X. Thus the set of all 
S{X,B) form a projection set where S(X,B) ~ S(X',B') if 
B ~ B' and X ~ X' and so there exists an element (KXB ) 
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of the inverse limit (see ffoJ). Suppose Kx:s = (X B'···'X B) 0, n, 
and let T. = U Xi B for 0 ~ i ~ n, where the union is ~ X,B , 
taken over all g-subrings B of L and finitely generated 
B-submodules X of T. Now consider the series ( T. ,:' 0 ~ i ~ n) 
1 
of T; if t E Ti for some 1 ~ i ~ n and x E L then t E Xi,B 
for some X and B and we may assume that x E B. Therefore 
tx = mt mod X. 1 B for some m E Z and so tx = mt mod T. 1. 1- , 1-
Hence the series (Ti o ~ i ~ n) is paralyzed by L, and 
so L n-paralyzes T. 
Corollary 7. 1 • 1 
If L is periodi~ and L E L~n then L E ~n. 
Proof 
Put T = L in theorem 7.1. 
We now consider the case when L E LQ and L is torRion-free. 
=n 
The next result shows why we may equivalently consider L 
to be a Lie algebra over a field. 
Proposition 7.2 
If A and M are torsion-free then An-paralyzes N if 
and only if A ®Z Q n-paralyzes M ®Z Q as a Lie algebra 
over Q. 
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Proof 
Let· (Mi : 0 ~ i fit n) be a series of }'wl paralyzed by A 
(we may assume Mi /Mi_1 is torsion-free by lemma 2.5) and 
consider the series (Mi BZQ : 0 ~ i ~ n) ••• (1) Let 
xar E MisZQ for some 1 ~ i~n and asq E A sZQ" then 
(xa r)(as q) :::: xas rq. Now kx E Mi for some k E Z* so 
kxa = mx mod M. 1 for some m E Z. Therefore we have ~-
k k -1 -1 xasrq = xa/lf!rq:::: xask rq:::: mxek rq mod Mi _18 ZQ 
k -1 () Q.-1 so xa til rq = m q x 8 r mod Ni _10 Z . S~nce mk q E Q 
it follows that the series (1) is paralyzed by A eZQ 
as a Lie algebra over Q. 
Conversely suppose (Vi &Z Q: 0 ~ i ~ n) is a series 
of .. M 8 Z Q paralyzed by A ~Z Q as a Lie algebra over Q. 
Consider the series (Wi : 0 ~ i ~ n) where we define 
* Wi = {x EM: there exists k E Z such that kx E Vi } ••• (2) 
Let a E A, yEW i for some 1 ~ i ~ n then ky :::: x E Vi for 
* some k E Z • Now x C& 1 E Vi 8 Z Q so there exist t, r E Q and 
z E Vi _1 such that (y 8 1)(a 8 1) :::: t(x 8 1) + Z 0 r. 
Now there exists q .E Z such that qr :::: m E Z, then 
(qx til 1 ) (a 8 1) :::: t (qx C& 1) + mz 8 1. Therefore 
tqx til 1 :::: qxa til 1 - mz e 1 :::: (qxa - mz) Q 1 E: N til Z 1 ••• (3) 
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Now t E: Q so tqx 0 1 may be written as uqx 0 s where u, s E: Z. 
By (3) there exists u such that s = 1 i.e. t E: Z. Also 
q(tx-xa) E: Vi _1 Le. qk(ty-ya) E: Vi _1 and therefore by 
(2) ty~a E: Wi _1 or ya = ty mod Wi _1• Since t E Z, the 
series (Wi: 0 ~ i ~ n) is paralyzed by A. 
The Scalar Function Set of a Series 
Let A and M be Lie algebras over a field F and suppose 
that An-paralyzes M i.e. there exists a series of M 
(Mi : 0 ~ i ~ n) ••• (*) paralyzed by A. By lemma 1.6 A acts 
universally on each factor of the series, so if 1 ~ i lEt n and 
Mi _1 < Mi we define gi : A - F such that if x E: Hi then 
[x,a] = gi(a)x mod Mi _1 for all a E: A. We denote the set 
of all gi by EA(*). -Thus the cardinality of this set may 
be less than n since gi may be equal to gj for some j f:. i 
or gi may not be defined for some i. In particular if 
M = 0 then EA(*) = ¢. 
Lemma 7.3 
If (Vi: 0 ~ i ~ n) ... (*) and (W j ; 0 ~ j ~ m) ••• (**) are 
two series of M paralyzed by A where Mand A are Lie algebras 
over a field, then EA(*) = EA(**)· 
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Proof 
W.I.o.g. we assume (*) and (**) are proper series 
(i.e. 811 terms are distinct). By proposition 2.1 there 
exist A-invariant isomorphic refinements (X. : 0 ~ i ~ t) 
1 
and (Y j ; 0 ~ j ~ t) of (*) and (**). Therefore there exists 
0' E St such that Xi /Xi _1 ~ Ycr(j) /Ycr(i)-1 under the isomo!'phism 
9i for all 1 ~i~t. Again w.I.o.g we assume Xi _1 < Xi for 
all 1 ~ i ~ t, then for 1 ~ k ~ n we define f(k) to be the 
least integer for which Vk_1 < Xf(k). L~t ~(f(k» = g{k) 
then we define h(k) to be the least integer for which 
Yg(k) ~ Wh(k). Let x E Xf(k) and let y = 9f (k)(x), then 
y E Yg(k). Since A paralyzes the series (*) and (**), if 
a E A, 9f (k)(xa) = 9f (k)(x)a = ya = 4(a)y mod Yg (k)-1· 
for some ~ C EA(**). But xa = ~(a)x mod Xk_1 for some 
~ E EA(*), and therefore ~ =~. Hence EA(*) ~ EA(**) 
and by symmetry EA(**) ~ EA(*). Therefore we have equality. 
The Scalar Function Set of a Module 
If M and A Rre Lie algebras over a field and ~ is 
n-paralyzed by A we can define the scalar function set 
of M, EA (r.!) such that EA (*) = EA (N) for any series (rl!:');'iof M 
paralyzed by A, by lemma 7.3 
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Proposition 7.4 
If A is an abelian Lie algebra over a field F which 
2 locally n-paralyzes the module M then A n -paralyzes M. 
Proof 
Let B be a g-subalgebra of A and V,W finitely generated 
B-submodules of M. If (vIi: 0 ~ i ~ n) is a series of W 
paralyzed by B and V ~ vi then (VI.n V: 0 ~ i ~ n) is a series 
~ 
of V paralyzed by B. Hence EB(V) ~ EB(W) by lemma 7.3. 
We therefore deduce that there exists a set E of functions 
from B to F such that EB(V) ~ E for all finitely generated 
B-submodules V of M, and lEI = m ~ n. So if E = Ig1' ••• '~} 
there exist sets TV = {crV ••• 'O"k} where O'i -: 11, ... n} ... {1, •.. ,m} 
such that if Cf E TV there exists a series (Vi: 0 ~ i ~ n) 
of V with the property that if x E Vi for some 1" i ~ n 
then xb = guw(b)x mod Vi _1 for all b E B. 
Clearly T =s:: TnT and 1 ~ ITvl " nm~if·VI:O. We ~ ~W~ V W 
now show there exists ~ E n TV' for suppose not then for 
v .. o 
each (j,: 11, ••. ,n} - {1, ••• ,m} there exists Vo' r/: C"with!; 
cr ¢ TVa-. Then if W = ~Vo- ' TW 
\lIe now choose any cr E n TV and 
v"o 
~ n TV = ¢ - a contradiction. 
()'" (J' 
define h. = g (.) for 1 ~ i ~ n. ~ cr ~ 
Then if V is any finitely generated B-submodule of M there 
exists a series (Vi: 0 ~i~ n ) of V such that if x E Vi 
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where 1 E; i tit nand b E B then xb = hi (b) mod V i-1 ••• ( 1 ) 
Let Mo = 0 and inductively define for 1 ~ i ~ n : 
Mi = {x EM: xb = hi (b)x mod l-1 i _1 for all b E: B}. Clearly 
the series {]IIi : 0 ~ i ~ n} of :r.1n is (universally) paralyzed 
by B. Suppose there exists x E M B Mn and V = <x >, then 
from (1) it follows that V1 .~ M1 and if Vi ~ Mi and y E Vi+1 
for some 1 ~i~n-1 then yb = h. 1(b)y mod V., and so 1+ 1 
yb = h i +1 (b)y mod Mi. Therefore Vn ~ Mn and x E: Mn' a 
contradiction. We deduce that M = Mn and B n-paralyzes M. 
Now hi is a Lie homomorphism from B to F with kernal 
0i = 0B(M./M. 1). Hence B/c. ~ 0 or F, so if we define 1 1- 1. 
n 
0B = .n 0. then BlOB has dimension ~ n, i.e. lies in the 
1.=1 1 
(Lie algebra) class ~n. Furthermore CB n-stabilizes M, so 
in:j.the bracket notation we may write UwI'nOJ = 0 ••• (2) 
Let C = < CB : B ~ A and BEg > and suppose D is a 
g-subring of C. We may write D = < c 1 , ••• ,cs > where w.l.o.g. 
we assume c i E CBi for 1 ~ i ~ s. If r E: Z+, <[}I'rD]> is 
generated by elements of the form [v'Y1'·.· ,y;J ••• (3) 
where Yi E: {c1 ' ••• ,cs } if 1 ~ i E;; s and v E: M. NoW since C E: A 
[V'Y1' ••• y~ = [v~Y(j(1)' ••• 'Ycr(r)J for any erE: Sr by lemma 
5.3. Hence if r = {n-1)s + 1 then /}t:'rD] = 0 since at 
least one c i must occur n times in the expression (3). 
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Also, since D E; A, D n-paralyzes 1<1 by the first part of 
the proof, so if (Vi : 0 ~ i:S; n) is a series of M paralyzed 
by D and x e: Vi for some 1 Ei: i Ei: nand d E: D then there exists 
t e: Z such that [x, dJ = tx mod V. 1. Therefore ~-
o = [x'rd] == trx mod V. 1 so t r = t = o and D stabilizes ~-
the series (Vi . o ~ i Ei: n). Therefore [r>1, DJ = 0 for all , . n 
g-subrings D of C and so [}r'nC] = 0 i.e. C n-stabilizes Jl-I. 
We now show that A/C e: £n. Suppose not then there 
exists a subspace Y of A/C with dimension n+1. Let 
1 :s; i ~ n + 1} be a basis of Y and set B = < b1 ' .. , bn+1> 
We know from (2~ that B/CB e: ~n and since CB :s; C this 
implies that Y e: In - a contradiction. Therefore A/C E: ~n. 
We may now suppose that A = < B,C > where B E: ~n 
B = < b1, ••• ,bri>. Therefore there exists a series 
(Mi : 0 Ei: iE;: n) of B-submodules of M paralyzed by B, again 
by the first part of the proof. Also C stabilizes the 
series (Vi : 0 Ei: i:S; n) where V. = [)i, .C] for 0 E; i ~ n, ~ n-~ 
and since C ~ A, this series is A-invariant. 
Now if X = Vj and Y = Vj +1 for some O~ j ~n-1 then 
«(M{' 1) +. X) /X : 0 ~ i ~ n ) is a series of Y/X paralyzed 
by B and stabilized by C, and so paralyzed by A = B + C 
Thus A n2-paralyzes M. 
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Thus if L is a Lie algebra over a field and L C L£n and 
/ 22 A = L L then A n -paralyzes each factor of the lower 
central series of L2. Since L2 stabilizes this ~eries, 
L n3-paralyzes L2, so L E: £n3 +1 since L/L2 E:.:~. The next 
shows that since L E: L£n n £n3+1' L E: 9n. 
Proposition 7.5 
If A and M are Lie algebras over a field F and A 
s-paralyzes and locally n-paralyzes M then An-paralyzes M. 
Proof 
W.I.o.g. we assume n ~ s. Suppose the series of M 
(Mi 0 ~ i ~ s) ••• (1) is paralyzed by A and let 
EA(M) = {f1 ,···,ft }· 
Let B be a g-subalgebra of A and V a finitely 
generated B-submodule of M. The series (V n Mi : 0 ~ i ~ s) 
is paralyzed by B so by lemma 7.3 if g E: EB(V) then 
g = fi IB for some 1 ~ i ~ t. lye choose B and V such that 
EB(V) has maximal cardinality m, and define an injective 
map e 
If C is a g-subalgebra of A and 'v a finitely generated 
C-submodule of :t-1 then D = < B,C > is a g-subalgebra of 
A and U = < (W, V)D> is a finitely generated D-submodule 
of M. Then ED(U) also has cardinality m, and again we 
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define ~ {1, ••• ,ml - {1, ••• ,t} such that if hE ED(U) 
then h = f~(i) ID• Now if (Ui : 0 ~ i ~ n) is a series of U 
paralyzed by D then (Ui Il V : 0 ~ i ~ n) is a series of V 
paralyzed by B. Therefore if g E EB(V) then g = hlB for 
some h E ED(U) i.e. g = f~(i) IB for some 1 ~ i ~m. It 
therefore follows t~at e = 4. 
Since also (Ui Il W : 0 ~ i ~ n ) is a series of W 
paralyzed by C, it follows that Ee (W) " ife(i) Ie : 1 ~ i ~ m} • 
As in the proof of proposition 7.4, there exists 
~: {1, •• "nJ - {1, ••• ,ml such that if e is any g-subalgebra 
of A and W any finitely generated C-submodule of M then 
there exists a series (Wi : 0 ~ i ~ n) of W such that if 
x e: Wi for some 1 ~ i IE> n then xa = [x,a] = ki (a) x mod Wi _1 
for all a e: C and where k i = f~(e(i». 
We now set II]; = 0 and inductively define for 1 E; i ~ n 
.,0 
Mi = Ix e: M [x,a] = k i (a)x mod 1\'1i_1 for all a E A}. Then 
cl~arly (M i 0 ~ i ~ n) is a series of Mn paralyzed by A. 
Suppose there exists ~ EN ...... Mn' then there exists a 1 E A 
such that [+1,a1J ~ kn (a1)x1 mod Mn_1 ; and therefore 
x
2 
= [x1 ,a1] - kn (a1 )x1 ¢ Mn_1 • Inductively we define 
a 2,x3,a3, •• ,aWXn-f1 such that ~ for 1 
xi+1 = [xi,ai ] -kn_i +1 (a i ) ¢Nn_i • 
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Let B = < a 1 , ••• ,an > and V the B-submodulc of 
M generated by x1 , •.. ,xn i.e. V = « x1' ••. ,xn > B>. 
therefore there exists a series (Vi : 0 ~ i ~ n) of V 
paralyzed by B and such that if x E Vi for some 1 ~ i lit n 
then [x,a] = ki(a)x mod Vi~1 for all a E B. Now xi E Vn 
so [x1,a.) = kn (a1 )x1 mod Vn_1 and so x 2 E Vn_1• 
Similarly xi+1 E Vn_ i for 1 ~ i ~ n-1 and in particular 
i.e. x 1 = 0 - a contradiction. n+ ' 
Therefore M = Mn and An-paralyzes l\1. 
Corollary 7.5. 1 
If ~ is the class 'of torsion-free Lie rings then 
Proof 
Let L E L~n n ~ and form L ~ L G Z Q • By propositions 
7.2 and 7.4 L lies in the class of Lie algebras £n3+1. 
Now by proposition 7.5 with s = n3 + 1 and A = 1<1 = L it 
follows that L E ~n' Finally by proposition 7.2, L E £n. 
Note also that for Lie algebras over any field, 
L E L£n implies that L E £n. 
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Theorem 7.6 
Proof 
LQ ~ Q 
=n =2n 
Let L E L9 and let T be the torsion ideal of L. 
-n 
By theorem 7.1, T is n-paralyzed by L. LIT is torsion-
free and since, QL£n = L~n' LIT E 1~n so by corollary 
7.5. 1, LIT -E', ~n. Therefore L has a quasicentral serif!s 
of length 2n, i.e. L E £2n. 
'. 
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CHAPT1"~R 8 
In this chapter we apply some of the techniques used 
in the preceeding chapters to obtain corresponding 
group theory results. \o.[e shall use the standard notation 
for derived groups, centralizers, normalizers, and 
automorphisms etc. and now ~,~,~,~ denote the classes 
of abelian, finitely generated, nilpotent and super·-
soluble groups respectively. The closure operations 
L,P,Q,R,S are defined on classes of groups in the 
usual way (see [5J). 
Paralyzers and Stabilizers 
Let G be a group and (/\.rr'Vo- : r:rE: E) ••• (*) 
.a series of G. We define the stabilizer of (*) (the 
stability group of [6J) to be ~ CA(Arr/V~) where 
~E! . 
A = Aut(G). Therefore if x E: Arrand a E: A then 
xa = x mod Vcr 
. equivalently [x,a] E: V~ 
[ J -1 a where x,a denotes x x. 
•.• (1) 
••• (2) 
If X,Y ~ G we define the quasicentralizer of Y 
in X, KX(Y) = ~ NX« y». We do not have as strong a yEY 
result as lemma 1.5 for groups: 
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Lemma 8.1 
Proof 
Let K = Ky(X) and k E K, Y E Y and x E X. Then 
~ -1 -1 -1 -1 
x = y k yxy ky; but yxy = z E X since y E NG(X) so 
k-1zk ~ zn for some n E Z and x~ = (zn)y = (zy)n = xn. 
Hence ~ E K and therefore K ~ Y. 
Automorphisms which fix every subgroup of a group G 
are called power automorphisms ([6J p209). A power auto-
,morphism e is universal on G if there exists n E Z such 
that ge = gn for all g E G (see [2J). Power automorphisms 
are universal on groups in g n ~ ([6J p 210). We have 
the- following special case of lemma 8.1: 
Lemma 8.1.1 
Proof 
Let x E X, g E NG(X) and k E KG(X) , then if xk = xn , 
xkg = (xn)g = (xg)n = xgk since conjugation by k acts as a 
power automorphism of < x,xg > E g n ~. Thus [g,k] E CG(X). 
and [NG (X) ,KG (X)] E;; CG (X). 
That X E ~ is necessary in lemma 8.1.1 is shewn by 
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the following exrunple: 
Example 
Let X = Qa the quaternion g:coup; we write 
X - {+1 +' +' k ,2 ,2 2 
- -' _1, _J, ± : 1 = J = k = -1, ij = k I. Let 
A = Aut(X) and G = XA the semidirect product, then X ~ G. 
Let a E A be defined by i a = -i, ja = j, and ka = -k, then 
since -i = i 3, so a E KG(X). If b E A is defined by i b = j, 
,b k kb , th ' ba, , a b J =, = 1, en 1 = J but 1 = -j. Thus ba ~ CG(X) 
and I}G (X) ,KG (X)] ¢ CG (X). 
We define the paralyzer of (*) to be ~ KA(~ jv ) 
7€~ ~ ~ 
then if 1I.1<,oo this is the 'paralyzing group of automorphisms' 
of [8J. Now suppose H is a set of operators on G, then lie 
shall say that H paralyzes (stabilizes) (*) if HjCH(G) 
embeds in the paralyzer (stabilizer) of (*), and does so 
faithfully if CH(G) = 1. We shall also say that H 
n-paralyzes (n-stabilizes) G if there exists a series (*) 
of G lfi th I E I = n, paralyzed (stabilized) by H. 
If GjZ(G) embeds in the paralyzer of (*) we shall 
call (*) a quasicentral series. If we now define ~n to 
be the class of groups with a quasicentral series of length 
~ n, then ~ is not the class ~n of parasoluble groups of 
~arrulei~ht ~ n of Hill [aJ, since Hill's definition 
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requires an abelian quasicentral series of length ~ n. 
However, since each factor of a quasicentral series is 
Dedekind and therefore a member of ~2 (see e.g. [12J) 
by insertion of the derived groups of the members of a 
quasicentral seri~s of length ~ n we achieve a 'parasoluble' 
series of length ~ 2n. Thus £n = ~2n. 
PropOsition 8.2 
~E E) is an invariant series of G 
with paralyzer A then [G,A] E £E. 
Proof 
Let H = [G,A] and P the semidirect product GA. Let 
K = Kp(Aa-/Vo-) then Ko- <l P for all C1' E E by lemma 8.1, and 
A ~ n Ko- • Therefore H ~ n K~and it follows that 
~E~ ~~~ 
(H n I\O',H n Va' : C1' E E) is a quasicentral series of H. 
Note also that if IE I = n then [G,A] E ~2n as shewn in [8]. 
The methods of chapter 3 cannot be extended to group 
theory, since they make use of the linear structure of 
Lie rings. How"ever, in chapter 4, with more res"~rictive 
conditions and $light modifications to the proofs, we can 
obtain some corresponding results. Recall from chapter 1 
and chapter 2 that if L is a Lie rLng, we can construct 
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~n abel;an T·;e rJ.· ng L* . l' t ~ ~ -~ group-J.somorpilJ.c -0 L, and th~t 
the structure of the paralyzer of a series of L did not 
depend on the invariance of the serj_es, since it also 
paralyzed the corresponding series of Lf. Since we do 
not have this property in group theory, the follovling 
result is a weak analogue of theorem 4.4. 
Proposition 8.2 
If A faithfully paralyzes the ascending cyclic 
invariant series (V r:1 : <J E:; p) of G then A E: TR~. 
Proof 
vie begin as in theorem 4.4; let B be a g-subgro~p 
of A and b E: B. Then there exists x E: G such that xb ~ x 
so let X = < xB> and C = CB(X) then C .q B, b f/- C and 
B/c faithfully paralyzes the ascending cyclic invariant 
series (Va- fl X; 0' E:; f) of X. By a s:iJnilar method to that 
of proposition 4.1 we can shelv that X E: g. Now since G 
is hypercyclic and i.therefore locally surersoluble, X E: ~ 
and satisfies the maximal condition 011 subgroups. Hence 
the series (Va- fl X : (J' E:; P ) has only finitely many distinct 
terms. By theorem 1 of [3.J, B/c E: ~, and so A E: ~. 
We can also shew that A has a descending series 
wi th A-.hypercyclic factors, by a similar method to that 
of thborem 4.6. 
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Local Parasolubility 
Let G E: L~n ; Hill has shewn in [8J that G E 5f(n) 
where f(n) = (3.2n- 1 - 1 - n)n + 1. By similar methods 
to those used in chapter 7 we can improve this result 
to shew that G E: E2n+1. We need the following definition: 
If G is any group and A a set of operators on G 
then A locally n-paralyzes G if given X 8.nd B, finitely 
generated subgroups of G and A respectively, then B 
n-paralyzes XB• 
Thus if G E: LEn' G locally n~paralyzes itself 
(under the action xg = g-1 Xg ). Also G E L(N A) = N A 
=I1;::: =n= 
so if A. = GIG' then A loc~.lly n-paralyzes each factor 
, 
M of the lower central series of G , and A,M E: ~. 
Recall from chapter 7 that given a locally parasoluble 
Lie ring, we first factored by the torsion ideal which 
left a torsion-free Lie ring which we shewed could equival-
ently be regarded as a Lie algebra over Q. HOliever the 
periodic elements of G may not generate ~ periodic normal 
subgroup (unless G has no elements of even order (see [19J) 
- a special case to which we shall return later). We do 
Know that the torsion elements of G' form a subgroup, since 
G¢ E: ~ (see [14J p181). If we denote this subgroup by T, 
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a slight adaptation of theorem 7.1 shew's that T has on 
abelian series of length n paralyzed by G. vle shew first 
that if X is a g.-subgroup of T and B a ~-subgroup of G 
then XB E g; this follows from a similar argument to that 
given in proposition 4.1, then since G E L~, IXBI <00 and 
we can continue as in theorem 7.1. 
We next therefore consider the case when G' is 
torsion-free. Then each factor JvI of the lower central 
series is torsion-free. We write :tvl addi tively and A 
multiplicatively and form the group ring ZA, which is a 
commutative ring. Then if a E A, ma is the map such that 
_rna a. M b' t r = mx • SL~ce is a elian, ZA is a ring of opera ors 
of M and clearly ZA also locally n-paralyzes M. If b E ZA 
and kb = 0 for some k E Z+ then ~Ib = 0 so b = O. Hence 
ZA is torsion-free (additively) and we can embed ZA in 
ZA 9 Z Q and M in M 9 Z Q and proceed as:Ln propopostion 7.4 
to deduce that ZA and hence A n2-paralyzes M. Hence there 
, 
exists a series (Vi: 0 ~ i ~ n3) of G with abelian factors, 
paralyzed by A and stabilized by G' and so paralyzed by G. 
By an extension of lemma 2.4 we can assume each factor of 
this series is torsion-free. "vIe also know that if V and B 
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are G-subgroups of G' and G respectively then there exists 
a series (Wi : O~i~n) of VB with (torsion-free) abelian 
factors, paralyzed by B. We can therefore define scalar 
function sets for V and Band conUnue in a method similar 
to that of proposition 7.5 to shew that G paralyzes an 
abelian series of length n of Gt. Since also GIG' E~, 
G E ~n+1. 
In the general case therefore, this outlines the 
proof of : 
Theorem 8.4 
We state the following special cases in: 
Theorem 8. '5 
Proof 
Let G E L~n' 
(1) if G is periodic then G E ~n 
(2) if G' is torsion-free then G E ~n+1 
(3) if G is torsion-free then G E ~n 
(4) if G has no clements of even order then G E ~2n 
(1) As for theorem 8.4 with T = G. 
(2) As for theorem 8.4 with T = 1. 
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(3) We know in this case, from the proof of theorem 
8.4 that G paralyzes an abelian series 'of length n3 of 
GI, and therefore a torsion-free abelian series of length 
n3 + 1 of itself. Using again scalar function sets and this 
time the fact that G locally n-paralyzes itself, we 
deduce that G n-paralyzes itself, i.e. G E En. 
(4) By Zappa D9] the elements of odd order of a 
supersoluble group form a subgroup .. Since G E L~, the 
torsion elements of G form a subgroup T. As in the proof 
of theorem 8.4 this is n-paralyzed by G; also G/T is 
torsion-free so by (3) G/T E gn. Hence G E ~2n. 
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